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Abstract 
The purpose of this survey was to assess the need for vernacular literature development 
among the Tai Ya of Chiang Rai Province, Thailand. Further, it aimed to determine whether 
the Tai Ya of Thailand could use literature which could be developed in the Tai Ya variety in 
China, and if not, what strategies might be used to develop the Thailand variety. The 
researchers used sociolinguistic questionnaires to assess language vitality, language attitudes, 
and bilingual proficiency among the Tai Ya of Thailand. An existing Tai Ya wordlist from 
China was used to compare to the corresponding words in Thailand. The data for this survey 
was collected in August 2005 in two villages, Ban Nam Bor Khaw and Ban Pa Sak Khwang. 
The survey concludes that language vitality of Tai Ya is weak. In addition, vernacular 
literature development is probably not needed for the Tai Ya people in Thailand, since 
preliminary research indicates high proficiency in Central Thai or Northern Thai and no 
negative attitudes towards those languages. 
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1 Introduction 
The Tai Ya are a Tai ethnic group, most of whom live in south central Yunnan province, 
China. In the late 1920s and 1930s, several waves of Tai Ya migrated to Chiang Rai 
province, Thailand, for economic and religious reasons. The Tai Ya of Thailand are a 
relatively small ethnic group, living among Northern Thai and other peoples. In comparison 
with those of China, Thailand’s Tai Ya practice their traditional culture to a lesser degree. 
The Tai Ya of Thailand maintain some contact with the Tai Ya of China. The majority of the 
Tai Ya in Thailand are Christians, while the Tai Ya in China practice traditional Tai animism. 
There is no Tai Ya vernacular literature in use. 
 
The purpose of this survey was to assess the need for vernacular literature development 
among the Tai Ya of Chiang Rai province, Thailand.1  The survey would also determine 
whether the Tai Ya of Thailand could use literature developed in the Tai Ya variety in China, 
or what strategies might be used in language development among the Tai Ya in Thailand. 

1.1 Geography 
The Tai Ya live in southern China and northern Thailand, as shown in map 1. 

                                                 
1This research was conducted under the auspices of the Payap University Linguistics Department, Chiang Mai, 
Thailand. The research team consisted of the authors, Naladda Silakhom (Northern Thai volunteer), Dr. Ramzi 
Nahhas (Survey Unit, Payap University Linguistics Department and SIL International), and Noel Mann 
(Technical Director, Survey Unit, Payap University Linguistics Department, and SIL International).  
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Map 1. Southeast Asia. 
  

 
 
 
In Thailand, the first two Tai Ya villages established were Ban Nam Bor Khaw 
(บ านน  าบ อขาว) and Ban Pa Sak Khwang (บ านป าส กขวาง), just southwest of the “Golden 
Triangle” where Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar meet. Ban Nam Bor Khaw is in Tambon 
Huay Khrai (ต าบลห วยไคร ), Amphoe Mae Sai (อ าเภอแม สาย), Chiang Rai Province 
(จ งหว ดเช ยงราย)2. Ban Pa Sak Khwang is in Tambon Mae Rai (ต าบลแม ไร ), Amphoe Mae 
Chan (อ าเภอแม จ น), Chiang Rai Province (จ งหว ดเช ยงราย). The locations of these two 
tambons (sub-districts) are marked in map 2. Today, Ban Nam Bor Khaw has the largest 
concentration of Tai Ya in Thailand. There are also Tai Ya families scattered throughout 
Chiang Rai province and other parts of Thailand. Some other Chiang Rai villages where Tai 
Ya reside include: Ban Nam Lat (บ านน า ล ด), Ban Wang Din (บ านว งด น), Ban Sang Khong 
(บ านส งค ง), and Ban Pratu Chiang Mai (บ านประต เช ยงใหม ), all in Amphoe Muang Chiang 
Rai. Ban Nam Bor Khaw and Ban Pa Sak Khwang are easily accessible by car, about two 
kilometers from Ban Huay Khrai (บ านห วยไคร ) on Highway 1, north of Mae Chan. In all of 
these villages, Tai Ya live alongside other ethnic groups, such as Northern Thai, Chinese, and 
Shan. 
 

                                                 
2Thailand’s administrative divisions are as follows, from smallest to largest: ‘Ban’ or ‘Mooban’ (village/ 
neighborhood); ‘Tambon’ (sub-district); ‘Amphoe’ (district); and ‘Changwat’ (province).  
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Map 2. Tambon Huai Khrai and Tambon Mae Rai in Chiang Rai Province, Thailand. 
 

 
 
 
In China, the Tai Ya live in Xinping and Yuanjiang counties, in the Red River (Yuanjiang) 
valley, near the Ailao Shan mountains southwest of Kunming in southcentral Yunnan 
province. In addition, one source (Hattaway 2000) says that there are some Tai Ya (‘Huayao 
Tai’) in Mengyang County, further south in Yunnan province. The locations of these three 
counties are marked in map 3. 
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Map 3. Xinping, Yuanjiang and Mengyang Counties in Yunnan Province, China. 
 

 
 

1.2 Peoples 
Tai Ya is one of several closely related Tai groups called the Huayaodai (Chinese for 
‘Colorful Waist Tai’). This name comes from the colorful cloth belts worn by Huayaodai 
women that set them apart from other Tai groups. Three other groups included as Huayaodai 
are Tai Sai, Tai Kha, and Tai Chung (B.C., p.c.; Person and Yang 2002). Tai Ya in Thailand 
use the terms Tai Ya and Huayaodai interchangeably, asserting that the term Tai Ya can 
include all Huayaodai groups.3 Other researchers give Tai Chung as an alternate name for Tai 
Ya, and call Tai Sai and Tai Ka subgroups of Ya (Diller 1998, Hattaway 2000, Schliesinger 
2001, and Gordon 2005). The names Ya and Chung are derived from Tai names for areas in 
Yunnan: Muang Ya and Muang Chung. 
 
Many alternate names are found in the literature. Tai Ya is sometimes referred to as Daiya 
(Zheng 2003), Dai Ya (Goetz 1994), Daija (Yang 2002), or Ya (Hattaway 2000). Tai Chung 
is also called Cung (Hattaway 2000) or Tai Zhong (Person and Yang 2002, Zheng 2003). Tai 

                                                 
3In Hattaway (2000), “Ya” and “Huayao Tai” are given two entries as separate people groups. The “Huayao 
Tai” entry states that this group practices a mixture of Theravada Buddhism and animism, and that it speaks Tai 
Lue as a lingua franca. The researchers conclude that this information probably refers to the Tai Ya living in 
Mengyang County, closer to and more influenced by the Tai Lue people. 

Xinping 

Yuanjiang 

Mengyang 
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Sai is also rendered Daisai (Yang 2002). Tai Kha is also rendered Dai Ka (Zheng 2003), 
Daikha (Yang 2002), or possibly Tai Ke (Diller 1998). The word Huayaodai is written Huā 
Yāo Dǎi in Chinese Pinyin and 花腰傣 in Chinese characters; the word Tai Ya is written Dǎi 
Yǎ in Pinyin and 傣雅 in Chinese characters (Eric Johnson, p.c.). Usually Chinese 
publications will use the spelling “Dai,” while Thai or Western publications use the spelling 
“Tai.” Thai script renderings for Tai Ya also vary, including ไตหย า (Ruengdet 1991, 
Charoen n.d.), ไตหญา (Ngourungsi 1983), and ไทยหย า (Ruengdet 1988). 
 
In Thailand, Tai Ya is sometimes confused with a people group called ไทใหญ  [tʰāi jài]. This 
name, however, refers to the Shan, a larger Tai ethnic group which lives in Myanmar and 
Thailand. 
 
In this report, the name “Tai Ya” will be used to refer to the Tai Ya and their larger family, 
the Huayaodai, whether living in Thailand or China, following the usage by Diller (1998), 
Pranee and Therapan (1998), Schliesinger (2001), Person and Yang (2002), the Ethnologue 
(Gordon 2005), and the Tai Ya in Thailand themselves. 
 
According to the president of the Tai Ya Society in Thailand, there are 228 Tai Ya families 
living in Thailand with an estimated total population of approximately 1,000 people. The 
estimated population of Tai Ya speakers in Thailand is likely to be lower than the estimated 
1,000 ethnic Tai Ya, since many of the young people cannot speak the language (B.C., p.c.; 
Person and Yang 2002). Person and Yang estimate 500-600 speakers, while Ruengdet (1988) 
estimates 100 families. For the Tai Ya in China, most sources report a population of around 
34,000 from the 1982 Chinese census (Xing 1987, Hattaway 2000, Gordon 2005). Person and 
Yang (2002) report from the Fifth Chinese Census (2000) that the Huayaodai population in 
China is more than 63,000.  
 
The Tai Ya are traditionally wet rice cultivators, and many Tai Ya in China farm sugarcane 
as well. Those in Thailand are more likely to have nonfarming occupations such as 
construction and weaving, or as professionals in education or Christian ministry (B.C. p.c.; 
Schliesinger 2001). 
 
In addition to the woman’s “colorful waistband” costume, Tai Ya are set apart culturally from 
other Tai groups by several characteristics, the principal one being religion. The Tai Ya of 
China mainly practice animism and have never, as a group, accepted Buddhism, as other Tai 
groups have. Other cultural aspects that set the Tai Ya apart include adobe-style housing, 
festivals influenced by Chinese Han culture, and distinct marriage practices (Zheng 2003). 
Tai Ya of China share with other Tai groups the traditions of dyeing women’s teeth black and 
the importance of tattooing. However, the Tai Ya of Thailand are quite different; they 
practice Christianity and no longer practice traditions such as costume, tooth dyeing, and 
tattooing. 

1.3 Languages 
The Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) classifies Tai Ya [code: cuu] as: Tai-Kadai, Kam-Tai, Be-
Tai, Tai-Sek, Tai, Southwestern, but does not classify it further within the Southwestern 
branch.  The possible classification of Tai Ya within Southwestern Tai is discussed more 
fully in section 1.5. 
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Figure 1. Tai Ya language classification (Gordon 2005). 
 
The Encyclopedic Dictionary of Chinese Linguistics (Zhongguo Yuyanxue Daicidian 
Bianweihui 1991:564) says Tai Ya is “a Dai dialect, not the same as Xishuangbanna 
[Sipsongpanna] Dai, also not the same as Dehong [Tai Nüa] or the Dai dialects of other 
areas.” 
 
The Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) describes Tai Ya as “SVO; tonal, 6 tone categories in 
unchecked syllables, 2 (split into 4 according to vowel length) in checked syllables; nasal and 
stop finals.” 
 
B.C. (p.c.) and Yang Wenxue (2002), both native speakers of Tai Ya, assert that Tai Ya, Tai 
Sai, Tai Chung and Tai Kha of China are mutually intelligible speech varieties. C. further 
indicates that Tai Ya is the central variety used for communication among these Huayaodai 
groups, and that the other groups even call the language they speak “Tai Ya,” while 
maintaining the names Sai, Chung and Kha for their ethnic identity. Hattaway (2000) lists Tai 
Sai and Tai La as dialects of Tai Ya, while Diller (1998) names Tai-Sai and Tai-Ke as 
dialects. 
 

1.4 History 
There are at least three theories about the origin of the name “Ya,” which can mean ‘to 
separate’ or ‘to leave’ in Tai languages. A Tai Ya legend says that when they were migrating 
south along with other Tai groups, they found the banana stalks growing back too quickly to 
be able to continue following the path of the larger Tai group. Therefore, they had to stop and 
settle and thus became the “separated Tai” (Person and Yang 2002). Another legend, told by 
Tai Lue people to Dodd (1923), says that the Lord Buddha once tried to teach the Tai Ya. 
Finding them to be difficult to teach, he said “Leave them!” A third theory is that the name 
“Ya” came from the fact that they had to leave their homeland many times to flee from Han 
Chinese invasions (Ruengdet 1991). 
 
The earliest known location of the Tai Ya in China was in the Dian Sue area, just south of 
Kunming, Yunnan Province. Later they migrated south to their current location in Xinping 
and Yuanjiang counties and have been there since the Tang Dynasty (AD 618–907) (Person 
and Yang 2002). 
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The Tai Ya were reportedly first introduced to Christianity by William C. Dodd in his travels 
throughout Tai areas in 1910–1918 (B.C., p.c.; Schliesinger 2001). 
 
In the 1920s, Thai and Western Christian missionaries told the Tai Ya about the freedom and 
economic opportunities in Thailand. Some of the Tai Ya who had converted to Christianity 
accompanied these missionaries back to Chiang Rai Province, Thailand, in search of a better 
life. In his history called Tai Ya, Charoen Thamawiworn (n.d.) tells the story of five 
migrations made to Thailand by Tai Ya people between 1925 and 1935. According to B.C., 
p.c., whose father migrated to Thailand in the early 1930s, some members of the group stayed 
in various places in China and Myanmar that they passed along the way. The rest of the group 
came to Chiang Rai after 40 days of travel by foot. Schliesinger (2001) reports that in the 
1950s another group of Tai Ya migrated to Thailand for political and economic reasons. 

1.5 Previous research 
Person and Yang (2002) suggest that Tai Ya remains unclassified within Southwestern Tai 
due to the questionable analyses of Xing Gongwan (1989) and Ruengdet Pankhuenkhat 
(1991). Xing Gongwan gathered Tai Ya data in China in 1946, and his book was published in 
1989. By counting tones in closed and open syllables separately, he found eleven tones. He 
also found consonant clusters, which Person and Yang (2002), Ruengdet (1988), and Owen 
(n.d.) do not find. Ruengdet (1988) published a linguistic description of Tai Ya, using a 
language informant from Thailand, and also produced an unpublished Tai Ya–Thai–English 
dictionary. However, according to Person and Yang (2002), Ruengdet’s informant gave data 
that was influenced by Central Thai, thus leading to a faulty analysis. Using the “Gedney 
box” method for determining tone (Gedney 1972), Ruengdet’s data produced a tone box 
identical to Central Thai. Person and Yang (2002) studied the tone system of Tai Ya of China 
in 2002, also using Gedney’s method, and found the six tones as shown in figure 2. The 
letters across the top of the box correspond to Proto-Tai tones. The numbers down the side 
correspond to initial consonants at the time of tonal splits. See Gedney (1972) for a fuller 
description of the interpretation of tone boxes. 

 
 

Figure 2. Person and Yang’s (2002) Gedney tone box results for Tai Ya of China. 
 
In recent research, Apiradee (2007) conducted lexical similarity comparison among Tai Nüa4 
varieties, and included some other Tai varieties in the study. Tai Ya was found to be 77–85 

                                                 
4The name of this language (Ethnologue code tdd) has been spelled a variety of ways by various researchers,  
including Tai Nuea, Tai Nüa, Tai Nua, and Tai Neua. The spelling Tai Nüa has been chosen for this report, 
following Gordon (2005).  
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percent similar to various varieties of Tai Nüa and 78–82 percent similar to other Tai 
varieties compared (Tai Lai, Tai Mao). The variety most similar to Tai Ya is Tai Nüa of 
Jinggu (Yunnan Province, China) at 85 percent lexical similarity. However, when Apiradee 
arranged all the compared varieties into four main groups, Tai Ya stands alone in its group.  
 
Pranee and Therapan (1998) collected Tai Ya data from Gaukang village, in Yuanjiang, 
Yunnan Province, China, for a comparative study of Tai varieties. Their tonal analysis agrees 
with that of Person and Yang (2002). 
 
Diller (1998) suggests that Tai Ya might be a variety of Tai Pong, which itself might be 
considered a variety of Tai Nüa. Diller (1998) and Ruengdet (1988) suggest Tai Ya is 
linguistically close to Shan. Person and Yang (2002) group Tai Ya with Tai Sai, Tai Kha, and 
Tai Chung, as mutually intelligible varieties within the Huayaodai ethnic group. 
 
Owen (n.d.) has completed a preliminary phonology of Tai Ya. His tonal analysis is 
consistent with that of Person and Yang (2002). Owen (n.d.) found twenty-two consonants, 
twelve vowels, and no consonant clusters. 
 
Goetz (1994) analyzed thirteen Tai dialects in China, Myanmar, and India, and grouped them 
according to tone, vowels, consonants, and geographic location. Goetz’s (1994) Tai Ya data 
comes from the research of Yu Cuirong and Xing Gongwan. Kanchana has two published 
studies of Tai Ya which the researchers were unable to access. The titles are “The Outline of 
Tai-Ya Dialect” (1980) and “The Literary Language of the Tai Ya” (1983). 

1.6 Vernacular literature 
According to some sources, Tai Ya has no written form, partially as a consequence of never 
having adopted Buddhism (Person and Yang 2002, Yang 2002). Person and Yang do report, 
however, that a German missionary in the 1940s wrote down the story of Joseph from the 
Christian Bible in Tai Ya using an old form of Chinese Pinyin. Other sources say that Bible 
portions were translated into Tai Ya by Isabella Ruth Eakin Dodd using the Northern Thai 
script, and printed in Thailand in 1922 (Heijdra 1998). Hattaway (2000), on the other hand, 
says that these portions may have actually been written in another language with a similar 
name. In any case, the Tai Ya of Thailand do not currently use any such Bible portions in 
their language. 

1.7 Other background information 
The Tai Ya in Thailand have formed the Tai Ya Society to preserve and promote their culture 
and language. The Society organizes annual cultural events. At Natheetham Church in Ban 
Nam Bor Khaw, the Society has an office and a cultural display that includes a traditional 
woman’s costume, photos, and a map of the Tai Ya migration route from China to Thailand. 

2 Purposes and research questions 
The purposes of this survey and the research questions related to each purpose are listed 
below. 
 
Purpose I: Assess the need for vernacular literature development among the Tai Ya of 
Thailand. 
Research Question 1: [“Bilingual Proficiency”] Do Tai Ya speakers in Thailand adequately 
control Central Thai or Northern Thai? 
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Research Question 2: [“Ethnolinguistic Attitudes”] What are the attitudes of Tai Ya 
toward Central Thai and Northern Thai (positive, neutral, negative)? 
Research Question 3: [“Language Vitality”] What is the current vitality of the Tai Ya 
language in Thailand? 
 

Purpose II: Given a need for language development among the Tai Ya of Thailand, 
determine whether the Tai Ya of China and Thailand can share vernacular literature. 
Research Question 4: [“Intelligibility of Tai Ya Varieties”] Is there intelligibility between 
the spoken varieties of Tai Ya in China and Thailand? 
Research Question 5: [“Contact”] What is the nature and extent of interactions between Tai 
Ya speakers in China and Thailand? 
 
Purpose III: Determine possible strategies for development of Tai Ya in Thailand if needed. 
Research Question 6: [“Desire for Language Development”] Do the Tai Ya show a desire 
to maintain and develop their language? 

3 Methodology 
The survey instruments used were two sociolinguistic questionnaires and a wordlist. The two 
questionnaires are the Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaire and the Knowledgeable 
Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire. 

3.1 Site selection 
Most of the data collection took place in Ban Nam Bor Khaw, which is the only village in 
Thailand where Tai Ya are a significant proportion of the population. Local leaders’ answers 
to the Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire confirmed that there is no 
noticeable division of varieties or groups of Tai Ya in Thailand. Ban Nam Bor Khaw was 
therefore the only site chosen for a full quota sample of Individual Questionnaires (see 
section 3.5 below). A few Individual Questionnaires were administered to residents of other 
villages, as well. The wordlist was elicited in Ban Pa Sak Khwang, the home of the 
researchers’ main local contact. 

3.2 Knowledgeable insider sociolinguistic questionnaire 
The Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire was meant to be administered to 
one or two Tai Ya leaders in each of two villages who would be knowledgeable about the 
community. In Ban Pa Sak Khwang, this interview was administered to two Tai Ya people, a 
33-year-old woman and a 61-year-old man. In Ban Nam Bor Khaw, this interview was 
conducted with group of seven Tai Ya people: four females and three males ranging in age 
from 38 to 85. See Appendix E for the questionnaire used. 

3.3 Individual sociolinguistic questionnaire 
The Individual Questionnaires were administered to twenty-four individuals in both villages, 
as outlined in section 3.5. The interviews were conducted in Central Thai or Northern Thai, 
depending on Central Thai ability of the respondent and the availability of the Northern Thai-
speaking researcher. See Appendix D for the questionnaire used.  

3.4 Wordlist 
The researchers collected words from a 436-item wordlist (Appendix B) and additional words 
for tonal analysis (Gedney 1972). The informants were three speakers in Ban Pa Sak 
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Khwang, a 61-year-old man, a 55-year-old woman and an 80-year-old man. The “younger” 
man spoke the words three times each for the audio recording. The researchers transcribed 
the words during the elicitation session using the International Phonetic Alphabet (Appendix 
A). 

3.5 Individual questionnaire subject selection 
The researchers had as their goal to interview at least three Ban Nam Bor Khaw residents in 
each of four categories: older men, younger men, older women, and younger women. The 
actual number of people interviewed in each category, including three residents of Ban Pa 
Sak Khwang, is shown below. 
 

Table 1. Individual Questionnaire respondents by age and gender 
 

 Younger 
(11–40) 

Older 
(41–85) 

Total 

Male  5  6 11 

Female  5  8 13 

Total 10 14 24 

 
The selection of respondents was mostly made by the team’s local Tai Ya contacts, who, at 
least initially, selected people who are “more” Tai Ya, that is, those who speak the language 
better, know more about Tai Ya history or culture, or have two Tai Ya parents. Later, the 
team explained that they wanted to interview any Tai Ya people, whether knowledgeable or 
not. For this reason, the results are likely to be skewed towards higher Tai Ya language 
vitality than is present in general in Thailand.5 

3.6 Analysis 

3.6.1 Sociolinguistic questionnaires 
The Knowledgeable Insider and Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaires were used to draw 
conclusions regarding language vitality, language attitudes, and reported bilingualism.  Some 
responses were tallied and made into tables, while other responses were used as anecdotal 
evidence in prose form. 

3.6.2 Wordlist 
The wordlist collected in this survey was compared to a Tai Ya wordlist collected by Wyn 
Owen from a male Tai Ya informant from China, about 35 years of age. First, 100 words 
were chosen for comparison using the criteria specified in Mann (2004). Then lexical 
similarity was determined using the methodology described in Appendix C, modified from 
Blair (1990:31–33). In addition, the tonal system of Tai Ya in Thailand was analyzed using 
the “Gedney box” method (Gedney 1972) and compared to the Gedney tone box results for 
Tai Ya of China by Person and Yang (2002). 

                                                 
5This is not a problem since, as seen below in the results, language vitality seems to be weak. Taking into 
account the sampling bias would not, therefore, change the conclusion that vitality is weak. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Bilingual Proficiency 
On the Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic Questionnaire, in which a group interview was 
conducted with Tai Ya people in Ban Pa Sak Khwang and also in Ban Nam Bor Khaw (see 
section 3.2), each group was asked “Are there any types of people in this village who speak 
Northern Thai poorly?” The Ban Pa Sak Khwang group responded that there are not, that 
even the oldest Tai Ya can speak Northern Thai. The Ban Nam Bor Khaw group responded 
that only people of other tribes who have recently moved to Thailand speak Northern Thai 
poorly. When asked, “Are there any Tai Ya in this area who can only speak Tai Ya?,” groups 
in both villages said no, while the Ban Nam Bor Khaw group added that some old people 
speak Northern Thai but not clearly. 
 
The member of the survey team who is a native Northern Thai speaker reported that ten of 
the fifteen Individual Questionnaire respondents6 that she interviewed spoke Northern Thai 
(or in one case, Central Thai) as well as native speakers. All respondents were interviewed in 
Northern or Central Thai with no language difficulty. 
 
Northern Thai was reported to be the first language and/or best language of many Individual 
Questionnaire respondents, as shown in table 2. 
 

Table 2. First language and best language 
 

 Tai Ya 
Northern or 
Central Thai 

Tai Ya and 
other language 

Total 
Respondents 

First Language 15  8 1 24 
Best Language 12 11 1 24 

*One respondent reported that Tai Ya and Shan together were the languages he spoke first; another 
respondent reported that Tai Ya and Northern Thai were equally his best languages. 

4.2 Ethnolinguistic attitudes 
When asked, “If there were books written in Tai Ya, would you read them?,” twenty-two of 
twenty-four Individual Questionnaire respondents said yes, and the other two respondents 
said they would want to but they are too old to learn. 
 
Respondents were also asked, “Other than speaking Tai Ya, is there anything about Tai Ya 
people that is different from other people?”  The most common answer was that the Tai Ya 
have traditional costumes and dancing that are used on special occasions. A few examples 
given from current Thailand Tai Ya culture were Christianity, a type of spinning top toy used 
at Christmas, and some foods. Other answers were related to the traditional culture, no longer 
practiced by Tai Ya in Thailand, such as reed-mat weaving, funeral customs, and traditional 
healing. Two respondents said there is no difference. 
 
When asked what parts of being Tai Ya they would like to see their children and 
grandchildren continue, sixteen respondents answered “the language.” Others mentioned 
costume, dance, pride in their identity, and a sense of community. 

                                                 
6 For two respondents in their 70s, she reported that they can communicate nearly like native Northern Thai 
speakers, but they do not speak very clearly. She did not record any observations on the Northern Thai speaking 
ability of the remaining three respondents.  
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Most Individual Questionnaire respondents do consider Tai Ya to be their main ethnic 
identity, as shown in table 3 below. 

 
Table 3. Primary identity 

 
“Do you think of yourself first as Thai, 

Northern Thai, Tai Ya, or something else?” 
Tai Ya 14 

Thai or Northern Thai  0 
Mixed identity*  8 

No answer  2 
Total respondents 24 

*The answers classified as “mixed identity” include: “Tai Ya with Thai citizenship” (three 
respondents), “Tai Ya born in Thailand” (one), “I’ve always been told ‘you are Thai’ but now I’m 
starting to think of Tai Ya more” (one), “Northern Thai and Tai Ya” (one), “As a child, I thought of 
myself as Northern Thai and Tai Ya, but now I have thought about it more and am proud to be Tai Ya” 
(one), and one respondent that first answered “Thai” then changed his answer to “Tai Ya” after 
someone else explained the question to him. 

 
One question about attitudes towards Northern Thai people was asked. When asked, “Would 
you prefer for your child to marry a Tai Ya or Thai/Northern Thai person?” respondents had 
no preference, fifteen of twenty-two.7  Seven others said they would prefer for their child to 
marry a Tai Ya person, but several of them noted that it is difficult to do so because the small 
community provides few choices and most young people go away from the area to study. 
 
One question about attitude to the Northern Thai language was asked, with responses 
summarized in 4able 4 below: 

 
Table 4. Attitudes toward children’s use of Northern Thai language 

 
“How do you feel [about the Tai Ya children in this village speaking 

Northern Thai when they play]?” (Or) “Do you think this is good [that 
the Tai Ya children in this village speak Northern Thai when they 

play]?” 
Neutral  8 

Negative  5 
Positive  2 

Total respondents 15* 
*This question was only asked of those subjects who reported that the children speak Northern Thai 
when they play. 

4.3 Lexical comparison 
The lexical similarity between the Thailand and China varieties of Tai Ya is 94% (using the 
100 words as described in section 3.6.2). However, this percentage could be higher if the 
researchers had chosen to exclude from the comparison several words for which they suspect 
the dissimilarity may be caused by a difference in semantic domains.8 
                                                 
7Two respondents who did not have children were not asked this question; however, some other respondents 
without children were asked this question hypothetically. 
8That is, the words could actually represent different meanings. One example is the words /tʰu:³⁵/ and /not/ for 
the lexical item ‘to scrub, rub’ (elicited using the Thai word ถ ). It is possible that these two words exist in both 
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The wordlist informants sometimes found it difficult to choose the “right” word or 
pronunciation. The team asked for the word that Tai Ya people in Thailand use, rather than 
“pure” Tai Ya as spoken in China. However, the informants said that when the Tai Ya of 
Thailand speak Tai Ya, they often modify the pronunciation of the words to sound more like 
Central Thai or Northern Thai or even use Central Thai or Northern Thai words (sometimes 
modified in pronunciation to sound like Tai Ya). As a result, the wordlist collected may 
contain some “pure” Tai Ya words that are rarely used in Thailand and also some words 
borrowed from Central Thai and Northern Thai. 
 

4.4 Gedney box tonal analysis 
The research team analyzed words elicited on this survey using the Gedney box method and 
found the following results:9 
 

  A B C DS DL 
 

1 
 

High- 
rising 

 
2 
 

 
3 
 

Mid 

Mid-
rising 

 

Low 
 

Low 
 

 
4 
 

High-
falling Low 

Mid-
falling 

Mid-
falling 

Mid-
rising 

 
Figure 3. Gedney tone box results for Tai Ya of Thailand. 

 
One difference found between Person and Yang’s (2002) analysis of Tai Ya of China and the 
current analysis of Tai Ya of Thailand is that the DL-4 box here is found to be a mid-rising 
tone instead of a mid tone. 

4.5 Dialect contact and perceptions 
When asked about the Tai Ya in China, all twenty-four Individual Questionnaire respondents 
reported that they had either been to visit the Tai Ya in China (nine) or had at least met a Tai 
Ya person from China (fifteen).  When asked if they can understand when the Chinese Tai Ya 
speak, seventeen said yes and six said they could understand some, while one respondent had 
met but not spoken with someone from China.. When asked how different the language of 
those in China is, most respondents (fifteen of twenty-three) said it is “a little different.”  The 
main difference, they reported, is the vocabulary that the Chinese Tai Ya borrow from the 
Chinese language. Some others said that the rate of speech or tones are different. 
 

                                                                                                                                                        
Tai Ya varieties and represent two different types of actions. Since it is not known whether this is the case, the 
researchers chose to include the dissimilar words for comparison so as not to make the lexical similarity 
percentage artificially higher. Further research could clarify the meanings of the Tai Ya words in question, but it 
was not necessary within the scope of this study.  
9The research team welcomes corrections or re-analysis by linguists more experienced in tonal analysis, as this 
was our first time using this methodology. 
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4.6 Domains of language use 
When asked what language Individual Questionnaire respondents themselves use in different 
situations, the responses were mixed. Some of the responses are summarized intable 5 
below.10 
 

Table 5. Domains of language use 
 

“What language do you 
use…” 

Tai Ya 
Northern Thai 

or other 
language* 

Both Tai Ya 
and another 

language 

Total 
Respondents 

With your parents 16  3  3 22 
With your grandparents 16  1  2 19 
With your grandchildren/ 
nieces/nephews/cousins 

 4 15  3 22 

With your spouse  5    8**  0 13 
With your children  4  8  2 14 
With your siblings 11  8  4 23 
At church  0 19  5 24 
With your friends  1  8 15 24 

*The majority of the responses were Northern Thai; Central Thai was used by many in church and by a 
few respondents in a few other domains; Shan was used by a few respondents in a few domains. 
**Seven of these eight are married to non-Tai Ya people. 

 
With older generation relatives, the majority of respondents reported using Tai Ya only. 
However, with their children and spouses, more than half of respondents reported not using 
Tai Ya at all. Many of the married respondents are, in fact, married to non-Tai Ya spouses. 

4.7 Children’s language use 
Table 6 below shows the responses given by Ban Nam Bor Khaw Individual Questionnaire 
respondents about children’s language use and ability, which are primary indicators of 
language vitality. Only the responses given by the twenty-one Ban Nam Bor Khaw residents 
are included for this section, since this is the place where Tai Ya language vitality should be 
strongest; the other village where data was collected, Ban Pa Sak Khwang, has only a few Tai 
Ya families. 

                                                 
10Some domain of language use questions were not asked of respondents for whom the question was not 
applicable, for example, an older person whose parents are no longer living.  For this reason, the total number of 
respondents was not always twenty-four.  
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Table 6. Children’s language use and ability 
 

Question 
“Do you think the children in this village speak Tai 
Ya well?” 

Yes  7 
No  6 Responses 

Only a few do  8 
Total respondents 21 

Question  “What language do Tai Ya children in this village 
speak when they play?” 

Tai Ya  3 
Northern Thai 12 Responses 

Both Northern Thai and Tai Ya  6 
Total respondents 21 

Question  
“What language do Tai Ya children in this village 
speak first?” 

Tai Ya  5 
Northern Thai 13 Responses 

Both Northern Thai and Tai Ya  3 
Total respondents 21 

Question  “Twenty years from now, do you think the children in 
this village will still be able to speak Tai Ya?” 

Yes  8 
No  2 

“Some” or “a few” will  7 
Responses 

Maybe  4 
Total respondents 21 

 
About the first language of children, one respondent explained, “If both parents are Tai Ya, 
the children speak Tai Ya. If one parent is Tai Ya and the other is Shan, the children speak 
Tai Ya. If one parent is Tai Ya and one parent is Northern Thai, the children speak Northern 
Thai first.” 
 
Table 6 illustrates that a majority of children in Ban Nam Bor Khaw are primarily Northern 
Thai speakers. According to the respondents, most children speak Northern Thai first and do 
not speak Tai Ya very well. 

5 Conclusions 
The following subsections apply the results from Section 4 to answer the research questions 
specified in section 2. 

5.1 Bilingual proficiency 
Do Tai Ya speakers master either Central Thai or Northern Thai adequately? Actual 
bilingualism testing would be necessary to prove adequate bilingualism in Northern Thai, but 
it can be inferred from the research that most Tai Ya speakers do master Northern Thai 
adequately. The local leaders report that every sector of the population can speak Northern 
Thai well. The native Northern Thai speaker on the survey team reported that most of the 
respondents spoke Northern Thai like native speakers. Eleven of twenty-four Individual 
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Sociolinguistic Questionnaire respondents reported that they actually speak Northern Thai 
better than they speak Tai Ya. 
 
Thus, this research concludes that Tai Ya people in Thailand are able to use Central Thai 
and Northern Thai literature. 

5.2 Ethnolinguistic attitudes 
What are the attitudes of Tai Ya speakers toward Central Thai and Northern Thai? The Tai 
Ya people interviewed did not express any negative attitudes toward Central Thai or Northern 
Thai languages or people. Most had neutral or positive feelings about the children of the 
village speaking Northern Thai. Most had no preference when asked whether they would 
prefer their child to marry a Tai Ya or Thai/Northern Thai person. Another indicator of 
positive attitudes is the high rate of intermarriage of Tai Ya with Northern Thai people. 
 
Thus, this research concludes that Tai Ya people in Thailand would accept Central Thai or 
Northern Thai literature. 

5.3 Language vitality 
What is the current vitality of the Tai Ya language in Thailand? It is weak. In the largest Tai 
Ya center, Ban Nam Bor Khaw, only some children pronounce the language clearly, 
according to the survey respondents. Northern Thai is the first language for many of the 
children. Northern Thai or Central Thai is used by more respondents with their spouses and 
children than Tai Ya. Half of married respondents are married to a non-Tai Ya person, and 
the younger generation is even more likely to intermarry, as the group is small and attitudes 
toward intermarriage are mostly neutral. Most respondents do believe, however, that at least 
some children in Ban Nam Bor Khaw will be speaking Tai Ya in twenty years. 
 
Thus, this research concludes that any Tai Ya literature that would be developed might have 
a very small audience in Thailand due to weak language vitality. 

5.4 Intelligibility 
Is the Tai Ya spoken in Thailand intelligible with the Tai Ya spoken in China? 
Comprehension testing would be needed to prove intelligibility, but the lexical similarity of 
94 percent between the Thailand and China varieties of Tai Ya indicates that these two 
varieties are likely to be intelligible. In addition, the tone systems are very similar. The 
Thailand Tai Ya report that they can understand the China variety and that it is only a little 
different from their speech. The main reported difference between the varieties is the 
vocabulary borrowed from Chinese and Thai. 
 
Thus, this research concludes that the Tai Ya of Thailand and China are likely to be able to 
share vernacular literature, if it existed, based on their high lexical similarity and their self-
reported comprehension. 

5.5 Contact 
What is the nature and extent of interactions between Tai Ya speakers in Thailand and in 
China? About one-third of the respondents have been to visit the Tai Ya in China, and all had 
met a Tai Ya person from China. The main reason for visiting China is to visit relatives. 
Those Tai Ya from China who visit Thailand usually do so to visit the relatives and friends 
who have visited them in China, or in some cases, they come to study. 
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The nature and extent of contact is supporting evidence for the conclusion that these two 
groups of Tai Ya are likely to be able to share vernacular literature, if it exists. 

5.6 Desire for language development 
Do the Tai Ya people show a desire to develop their language? Most Tai Ya in Thailand say 
that they want the children to learn Tai Ya; they do not want the language to be lost. Almost 
all say that they would like to read Tai Ya if it were written. Some express a desire to have 
the language written down for preservation, if not for actual reading. 
 
Thus, this research concludes that the Tai Ya of Thailand might be motivated to do their own 
language development for language preservation. 

5.7 Summary of Conclusions 
Tai Ya of Thailand has an unlikely need for vernacular literature development, as preliminary 
research indicates high proficiency in Central Thai or Northern Thai and no negative attitudes 
towards those languages. In addition, language vitality is weak. However, there is probable 
intelligibility between Tai Ya in China and Thailand, which indicates that they could possibly 
share literature if either variety were developed. 
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Appendix A  International Phonetic Alphabet Chart 

 



 
Appendix B  436-word Tai Ya wordlist from Thailand and China 
Number English Central Thai Tai Ya of Thailand Tai Ya of China 

1 sky ����� ˈfaː ⁴² tɔˑŋ˨˩ ˈfaː˨˧˩ 

2 sun 	
������, 
�������� 

ta³ 'wan⁴³ ˈvan˩˧˨ 

3 moon 	
������, 
�������� 

ˈləːn³² lɤn˨ ˈleəŋ˩˧˨ 

4 star 	
�	�
 la:ʷ, laʷ³² ˈlaːw˧˩ 
5 cloud ��� pʰen⁴⁵ ˈfaː³² pʰeːn˨ ˈfaː 
6 mist ���� ˈmiʷ⁴⁵, ˈmɪw⁴⁵ ˈmiw˨˩˧ 
7 rain �� ˈfun³⁵ ˈfɜn˩˧˧ 
8 rainbow ��� hʊŋ³ ˈwaː⁴⁵ hʊŋ˩˧˨ ˈwaː˩˧ 

9 lightning ����� 
faː² ˈmɛt  ̚ ³², faʲ³² ˈmɛt  ̚ ³²,  
faː² ?i³ mɛt  ̚ ³² faː˨˩ ˈpʰaː˧˩˩˧ 

10 thunder ����� 
ˈfaː³² tɛn³⁴ ˈtɛː², faː⁴² hɔŋ⁴²,  
faː⁴² laŋ³ faː˨˩ ˈlaŋ˧˩ 

11 wind �� lum³² ˈlom˨ 
12 night �����!� kaːŋ³⁴ ˈkʰam² kaːŋ˨ ˈkʰam˧˩ 
13 day ����
�� kaːŋ³ ˈwan⁴² kaːŋ˨ ˈwan˩˧˨ 

14 morning �"� 
kaːŋ³ ˈnaːʲ³⁴,  
kaːŋ³ naʲ³⁴ ˈdʒaʷ⁵² kaːŋ˨ ˈnaj˨˧  

15 noon ��#$� kaːŋ³ ˈwan⁴³ kaːŋ˨ ˈwan˩˧˩ 
16 yesterday ��!$�
���#% tiː⁵ mɨ¹ ˈɲaː³² mə˧˩ ˈɲaː˩˧˧˩ 
17 tomorrow �����#% ?a² ˈmɨː⁴² ʔa˩˧ ˈmɤː˧˩ 
18 year ' ha:ʲ³⁴ ˈhaj˨˩˧ 
19 east ��)��
����� no data no data 
20 west ��)��
���� no data no data 
21 north ��)���!� taŋ³ ˈnɵ³⁴ hən˩˧˧ ˈnɤː˧ 
22 south ��)*� taŋ³⁴ ˈtaːʲ²¹, taŋ³⁴ tajː²¹ hən˩˧˧ ˈtaːj˧˩, xən˩˧˧ ˈtaːj˧˩ 
23 water �%+� nam⁴¹ ˈnam˨˩ 
24 river ���%+�  meːʲ² ˈnam⁴¹ huə˧˨ ˈhiw˧˩ 
25 sea ���� ta:³ le:³ no data 
26 earth, soil 	�� ˈlin³² ˈlin˨ 
27 mud -��� ʃi¹ ˈpʊŋ³⁴ cʰi˧˩ ˈboŋ˧˩˩˧ 
28 dust ��� ʃi¹ ˈfun³⁴ ˈxən˧˨ 
29 stone ��� kɔːn¹ ˈhɪn⁴⁵ ˈhin˩˧˧ 
30 sand ��� ˈsaːʲ⁴³ ˈsaːj˩˧˩ 
31 lime (for betel chew) '/�������� ˈfɔn³⁵ ˈfɔːn˩˧˧ 
32 gold ��� ˈxam⁵⁴ ˈxam˧˧˩ 
33 silver ���� ˈɲɪn³², ˈɲən³² ˈɲiːn˧˩ 
34 iron ���0� lek  ̚ ¹ ˈliːk̚˧˩ 
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Number English Central Thai Tai Ya of Thailand Tai Ya of China 

35 mountain 1/�2� kɔːŋ⁴ lɛːʷ² kɔːŋ˩˧ ˈleaw˨˩ 
36 cave 3%+� tʰam¹ ˈtʰam˧˩ 
37 forest '� pa:³⁴ ˈpaː˨˧ 
38 tree ��4� ˈtən² maj⁴¹ tən˧˩ ˈmaj˨˩ 

39 branch ��$�4� 
kʰo² xa³ maj⁴¹,  
xo² xa³ maj⁴¹ kxo˧˩ xam˧˩ ˈmaj˧˩˩ 

40 tree bark �'�!��4� naŋ³⁴ ˈmaj⁵² naŋ˨˧ ˈmaj˧˩ 
41 thorn ���� ˈnaːm²⁴ ˈnaːm˩˧˧ 
42 root ��� ˈha:k  ̚ ² ˈhaːk˨ 
43 leaf *� vaj³ ˈvaj˨ 
44 flower 	�� wɔk³⁴ ˈwɔːk̚˨˧ 
45 fruit 5�4� mak  ̚ ³ maj⁴² ˈmaːk̚˨˧ 
46 seed ���0	 ki:w³² ˈmiːt̚˩˧˧˩ 
47 grass �6� ɲa¹ ˈɲaː˧˩ 
48 bamboo 4�45 may³⁴ hok¹ maj˨˩ ˈhoːʔ˧˩ 
49 bamboo shoot ���4� no:³ may⁴² noː˨˧ ˈmajʔ˧˧˩ 
50 mushroom ��0	 hip² ˈheːt̚˧˩ 
51 cane/rattan �
� wa:y²⁴ no data 
52 kapok ��� nun¹ ˈʔeaˑw˧˩, ˈjaw˧˩ 
53 sugarcane �� ʔɛ:w¹ no data 
54 betelnut 5����� ma³ la:ŋ⁴² ma˨ laːŋ˩˧˩ 
55 opium �� ya:³⁴ nɔn⁴² no data 
56 liquor ���� law¹ ˈlaw˧˩ 
57 banana (fruit) ��
 kiw¹ ma˩˧ kiw˨ ˈkɔːt̚˧˩ 
58 papaya (fruit) ������ ma⁴ kiw¹ law³² ma˩˧ kiw˨ ˈlaːw˩˧˩  
59 mango (fruit) ���
� ma⁴ moŋ³ ma˩˧ ˈmoŋ˧˩ 

60 jackfruit (fruit) 2��� 
ma:³ ho:⁴ haw²¹,  
mak² ho:³⁴ haw¹ maːk̚˨ hua ˈhaːw˧˩ 

61 coconut (fruit) �����
 ma³ paw⁴² ma˩˧ ˈpaw˩˧˨, maˑk˨ ˈpaw˩˧˨ 

62 eggplant (fruit) ���2!� ma³ kʰɯ:²³² maˑk̚˨ ˈkʰɤː˧ 
63 peanut 3�$
��9� ma³ lo:⁴¹ ma˩˧ ˈloː˩˧˩ 
64 ginger 2�� xiŋ³⁴ ˈkʰiŋ˧ 
65 garlic �����#� hɔ:m²⁴ kʰaw²⁴ no data 
66 corn 2�
-�	 kʰaw¹ lu:³⁴ kʰaˑw˧˩ ˈluː˧˩˩˧ 
67 red pepper, chili ���� maʔ³ pʰet¹ ma˩˧ ˈpʰiːk̚˧˩ 
68 paddy rice 2�
�'�!�� kʰaw² pɯ:k³⁴ kʰaw˧˩ ˈpɤːk̚˩˧ 
69 cooked rice 2�
9�� kʰaw² sok¹ kʰaˑw˧˩ ˈnɤŋ˧˩ 
70 rice husk �'�!��2�
 pɯ:k³⁴ kʰaw²³ pɤːk̚˩˧ ˈkʰaːw˧˩ 
71 salt ���!� kəə³ ˈkɤː˨ 
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72 animal 9��
 no data no data 
73 tiger �9!� səə³⁴ ˈsɤː˩˧˧ 
74 bear ��# mi:³⁵ ˈmiː˩˧˧ 
75 deer �
�� ka:ŋ³² ˈfaːn˩˧˩ 
76 monkey ��� ʔɛn⁴ nu:³⁴ ʔɛ˩˧ ˈnuː˩˧ 
77 gibbon "��# ʔɛn⁴ nu:³⁴ ʔɛ˩˧ ˈnuː˩˧ 
78 rabbit ����� tʰo:⁴ la:³⁴ tho˧ ˈlaː˧ 
79 porcupine ��� min²¹ ˈmin˧˩ 
80 rat ��/ nu⁴⁵ ˈnuː˩˧˧ 
81 dog 9���2, ��� ma⁴⁵ ˈmaː˩˧˧ 
82 to bark ��� haw³⁴ ˈhaw˨˩˧ 
83 to bite ��	 ka:p¹ ˈkap̚˧˩ 
84 cat ��
 miw⁴³ ˈmiːw˩˧˨ 
85 pig ��/ mu:³⁴ ˈmuː˩˧˧ 
86 cow 
�
 wo:³², vo:31 ˈwoː˩˧˨ 
87 milk �%+��� nam³ ʔu:¹ nam˨˩ ˈpʰuː˩ 
88 buffalo ����!�, 	
� xa:ʲ⁵³ ˈxaːj˩˧˩ 
89 horn �2� kʰaw²⁴, xaw³⁴ ˈxaw˧ 
90 tail ��� ha:ŋ³⁴ ˈhaːŋ˩˧˧ 
91 elephant "�� dʒaŋ⁴¹ ˈtsaːŋ˨˩ 
92 elephant tusk ��"�� ɲa:⁵ dʒaŋ⁵² kʰiw˧˩ ˈtsaːŋ˨˩ 
93 bird  �� nok⁴² ˈnoˑk̚˨˩ 
94 bird's nest ����� ha:ŋ⁵ nok³² haŋ˩˧˩ ˈnok̚˨˩ 
95 wing '� pik, pi:k³⁴ ˈpiːk̚˨˩˧ 

96 feather 2��� kʰun³⁴ nok⁴¹ xon˩˧˧ ˈnɔk̚˧˨,  
kʰon˩˧˧ ˈnɔk̚˧˨ 

97 to fly ��� vɪn³² ˈvin˨ 
98 egg  42 xaʲ, xaji³⁴ ˈkʰaːj˧˩˩˧ 
99 chicken 4� kaʲ, kaji³⁴ ˈkaj˧˩˩˧ 
100 duck �'	 pet¹ ˈpet̚˩ 
101 fish '�� pa:³² ˈpaː˨ 
102 snake �/ ɲiu³² ˈɲuː˩˧˨ 

103 house lizard ��%��� 
nu:⁵ xa⁴ dʒek³¹,  
nu:⁵ ka⁴ dʒek³¹ no data 

104 turtle ��� taw³⁴ ˈtaw˨˩˧ 
105 crocodile ���2 dʒɔ:⁴ ra⁴ kʰe:¹ no data 
106 frog �� kop¹ ˈkop̚˧˩ 
107 insect ���� mɛ:ŋ³² ˈmɛːŋ˩˧˧˩ 
108 spider ������� kuŋ¹ ka:w³ koŋ˧˩ ˈkaːw˨ 
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109 spider web *������� ya:y⁵ kuŋ¹ ka:w³ ˌzjaj˩˧ koŋ˧˩ ˈkaːw˨,  
ˌjaj˩˧ koŋ˧˩ ˈkaːw˨ 

110 louse (head) ��� haw⁴⁵ ˈhaw˩˧˧ 
111 termite '�
� pok⁴ no data 
112 cockroach ����9�� mɛ:ŋ⁵ sa:t³⁴ mɛːŋ˩˧˨ ˈsaːt̚˨˩˧ 
113 snail ����� he:w³⁴ ta:k¹ ˈhɛw˩˧˧ lɛn˧˨ 
114 mosquito �� kʰun¹ ˈxon˧˩, xun˧˩ 
115 bee 5;%� phɯŋ¹ ˈpʰɯːŋ˧˩ 
116 fly ����
�� mɛ:ŋ³ ɲin⁴¹ mɛːŋ˩˧ ˈjin˩˧˨ 
117 butterfly 5#�9!%� mi:⁴ kam¹ wəə¹ no data 
118 scorpion ����'�� mɛ:ŋ³ pɔ:ŋ¹ no data 
119 head ��� ho:³⁵ ˈhoː˩˧˧ 
120 face ��� na:¹ ˈnaːʔ˧˩ 
121 brain 9��� mɔn³⁴ ʔɛk² mɔn˩˧˨ ˈʔɛːk˨ 
122 hair 5� pʰum²⁴ ˈpʰom˩˧˧ 
123 forehead ���5�� hoa⁴ to:⁴ pʰak³ naː˧˩ ˈfak̚˨˩˧ 
124 eyebrow 2���%
 kʰun³⁴ naŋ³⁴ ta:³ no data 
125 eye �� ta:³²   ˈtaː˨ 
126 eyelid ������ naŋ³⁴ ta:³ naŋ˩˧˧ ˈtaː˨ 

127 nose ��/� hu:³ laŋ² huˑ˩˧˧˩ ˈlaŋ˧˩ 
128 cheek ��� kɛ:m¹ ˈkɛːm˧˩ 
129 ear �/ hu:³⁵ ˈhuː˩˧˧ 
130 mouth '�� sop¹ ˈsop̚˩ 
131 tongue ��%� lin³¹ ˈlin˨˩ 
132 saliva �%+��� nam³ la:y⁴² nam˨˩ ˈlaːj˩˧˩ 
133 tooth �� xiw² ˈkʰiw˩ 
134 gums ���!�� ŋɯk³⁴ ˈhɤːk̚˧˩˩˧ 
135 chin ��� ka:ŋ³¹ ˈkaːŋ˩˧˩ 
136 beard ���� not³⁴ ˈnoːt̚˧˩˩˧ 
137 to shave (beard) -����
	 ha:y⁵³ not³⁴ kɔn˧˩ ˈnot̚˧˩˩˧ 
138 back �� naŋ³⁵ ˈnaŋ˧˩˩˧, ˈnaŋ˨˩˧ 
139 abdomen ��� tɔŋ⁴¹ ˈtɔːŋ˨˩ 
140 navel 9�	!� say³ lu⁴ tu:⁵¹ saːj˧˩ lu˨ ˈtuː˨ 
141 heart ��
*� ho³⁴ dʒɯ:¹ ho˨˩˧ ˈtsaj˨˩ 
142 lungs '�	 pɔt³⁴ ˈpɔːt̚˨˩˧ 
143 liver ��� tap, ta:p¹ ˈtaːp̚˧˩ 
144 intestines �+�49 say¹ ˈsaj˧˩ 
145 hand �!� mɨ:⁵³ ˈmɯː˩˧˧˩ 
146 elbow 2�)�� kʰɛ:n³⁴ sɔk³ ˈsɔːk̚˨˩˧ 
147 armpit ����� ʔɔ² lɛ:⁴⁵ ʔɔː˨˩ ˈle˨˧ 
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148 palm ���!� fa:³⁴ mɨ:³¹ faˑ˨ ˈmɯː˩˧˧˩ 
149 finger ��%
 ɲiu⁴² ˈniw˨˧˩ ˈmɯː˩˧˧˩ 
150 fingernail ��0��!� lɛp³² (mɨ:⁴¹) liɛp̚˨˧˩ ˈmɯː˩˧˧˩ 
151 buttocks �� kun² ˈkun˧˩ 
152 leg 2� xa:³⁵ ˈxaː˩˧˧ 
153 thigh ��2� xa³⁴ luŋ³⁵ no data 
154 knee �2� xaʷ, xawʊ³⁴ hoˑ˩˧˧ ˈxaw˨˩˧ 
155 calf ��� xa³⁴ pɔm³ ˈnɔːŋ˧˩ 
156 shin �2� na:² kʰɛ:ŋ¹ kʰa˧ na˨ ˈkʰɛːŋ˧˩ 
157 foot ��� fa:³⁴ xa³⁴ tin˨ ˈxaː˩˧˧ 
158 heel 9���� sən² xa³⁴ no data 
159 bone ���	/� ho³⁴ lok³ ho˧ ˈlu̞ː k̚˩˧ 
160 rib =#$-��� (ho³) lok³ xaŋ¹ ho˧ ˈlu̞ː k̚˩˧ ˈxaːŋ˩ 
161 flesh ���!� nəə⁴² ˈnɤː˩˧˧˩ 
162 fat 42��� man³ ˈman˩˧˨, ˈman˩˧˩ 
163 skin 5�
���� pʰiu³⁴ naŋ³⁵ ˈnaŋ˩˧˧ 
164 blood ��!�	 lɯt³ ˈlɤːt̚˨ 
165 sweat ���!$� həə³ ˈhɤː˨˧ 
166 pus ���� nɔ:ŋ³⁵ ˈnɔːŋ˩˧˧ 
167 excrement ������ tʃi¹ ˈtɕʰiː˧˩ 
168 urine '99�
� ɲiɛw¹ ˈɲiw˧˩ 
169 man 5/"� kun³ dʒay³² pʰu˩˧ ˈtsaːj˧˩ 
170 woman 5/�6�� kun³ ɲiŋ³² pʰu˩˧ ˈɲiŋ˧˧˩ 
171 person �� kun³² ˈkun˧˨ 
172 father �� ʔa³ ˈte:³² ʔə˨ ˈkeː˨˩ 
173 mother �� ʔa¹ me:²³ ʔa˨ ˈmeː˨˧ 
174 child �/� lok³ ˈluːk̚˨ 
175 son-in-law �/��2 lok¹ kʰiw³⁴ luk̚˨ ˈkʰiw˩˧˧ 
176 husband 9��# pʰo:³⁵ ˈpʰoː˩˧˧ 
177 wife 1��� me:³ ˈmeː˧˧˩ 
178 widow ���� me:¹ may¹ me˧˩ ˈmaːj˧˩ 
179a brother (elder of f) ��� ʔa² luŋ³² ʔa˨ ˈluŋ˧˨ 
179b brother (elder of m) ��� ʔa² luŋ³² ʔa˨ ˈluŋ˧˨ 
179c sister (elder of f) '� ʔa² pa:¹ ʔa˨ ˈpaː˧˩ 
179d sister (elder of m) '� ʔa² pa:¹ ʔa˨ ˈpaː˧˩ 
180a brother (younger of f) �� ʔa³ po:²¹ ʔa˧ ˈpoː˧˩ 
180b brother (younger of m) �� ti:¹ na:³¹, te:¹ na:³¹ ˈnaː˨˩ 
180c sister (younger of f) �� ʔa² me:¹ ʔa˧ ˈmeː˧˩ 
180d sister (younger of m) �� me:² na:³¹ ˈnaː˨˩ 
181 friend ��!$�� ko² taŋ⁴³ ho˨ ˈtaːŋ˧˧˩ 
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182 name "!$� dʒiɯ² ˈtsəː˧˩ 
183 village ��/��� wan, ʋa:nʔ¹ ˈwaːn˧˩ 
184 road, path 3�� xun³⁴ taŋ³ hun˧ ˈtaːŋ˩˧˧˩ 
185 boat ��!� həə³, hɯ³ ˈhɤː˧˧˩ 
186 house ��� həən³ ˈhɤˑn˧˩ 
187 door '���/ pa² tu:²¹ paʔ˧˩ ˈtuː˨˨˩ 
188 window ������ hu⁴ taŋ³⁴ hu˩˧˨ ˈtaːŋ˧˩˩˧ 
189 roof ������ naŋ³⁴ kʰa:⁴³ no data 
190 area under house *�3�� tai¹ laŋ¹ no data 
191 wall of house ����� fa:³⁴ hən⁴² faː˩˧˧ ˈhɤn˧˩ 
192 mat �9!$� sat³  ˈfoːk̚˨ 
193 pillow ���� mɔ:n⁴⁵ ˈmɔːn˨˧ 
194 blanket 5��� pʰa:¹ hom³⁴ pʰaː˧˩˩ ˈhom˧˩˩˧ 
195 clothing �9!%�5� sɯ:² pʰa:¹ səː˧˩ 
196 to weave ( cloth ) ��5� tam³⁴ hok² tam˨˧ ˈfaːj˧˩ 
197 to dye ( cloth ) ��5� ɲom² pʰa:¹ ɲoˑm˨˩ ˈfaːj˧˩ 
198 loincloth 5�2�
�� pʰa:¹ mat¹ ʔɛ:w³ no data 
199 trousers ������ tiw⁴⁵ ˈtiw˩˧˧ 
200 to sew �0�5� ɲap⁴² pʰa:³ ɲap˧˩˩ ˈsɤː˩˧ 
201 needle �20� kʰim³⁵ ˈkʰeŋ˩˧˧ 
202 comb �
# wi:⁴⁵, vi:⁴⁵ ˈviː˩˧˧ 
203 ring (finger-) ��
� niw⁴² tʃɔp⁴ niw˨˩ ˈtʰɔˑp˨˩˧  
204 paper, cord ���	�> dʒejʔ¹ ˈceː˧˩ 
205 pot (cooking-) ��� mo:¹ ˈmoː˩ 
206 coconut shell ladle ����
 nam² biu³, nam² viu³ ˈkaːk˨˩˧ 
207 mortar ��� kʰok³², xok⁴² ˈkʰoˑk̚˩˧˧˩ 
208 pestle 9�� sa:¹² kʰok³² ˈsaːk̚˨˩˧ 
209 spoon "�� dʒɔ:n³¹ ˈtsɔːn˨˩ 
210 plate ��� wan³ wɛn¹ wan˧˩˩˧ paːn˩˧˨ 
211 firewood �� fun⁴³ ˈfɤːn˧˩˧ 
212 fire 4� fay⁴³ ˈfaj˩˧˨ 
213 ashes 2#%�3� tʃi¹ taw¹ ˈtaw˧˩ 
214 smoke �
�� xan⁴² ˈxan˧˨ 
215 candle ��#� tin³ kʰay³⁴, tin³ xay³⁴ no data 
216 drum ���� kɔ:ŋ³ ˈkɔːŋ˨ 
217 gong ��� muŋ³ no data 
218 bow, crossbow @�/ ka:ŋ³⁴ ˈkaːŋ˧˩˩˧ 
219 arrow �/�)� lim² ka:ŋ³⁴ lin˧˩ ˈkaːŋ˧˩˩˧ 
220 spear ��� no data ˈsaːm˩ 
221 knife �#	 pʰa⁴¹ ˈpʰaː˨˩ 
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222 to hear 4	�� ʔan³ ɲin⁴² ʔa˩˧ ˈɲin˧˨, ʔa˩˧ ˈŋin˧˨ 
223 smell 4	���$� sɛ:w⁴⁵, min⁴⁵ ˈmen˨˧ 
224 to see ��0� han³⁵ ˈhan˩˧˧ 
225 to wink 2���� sam⁴ ta:³ lap̚˧˩˩ taː˨ ˈhaj˧˩ 
226 to weep ���4� hay¹ ˈhaːj˧˩ 
227 to eat ��� dʒin⁴³ ˈcin˨˨˧˩ 
228 to swallow ��!� ʔɯn² ˈʔɯ̞ːn˨ 
229 to be hungry ��
 (2�
) ja:k³, ɲa:k³ jaˑk˨˩˧ ˈkʰaːw˩ 
230 to be full ��$� ʔim³⁴ ˈʔiŋ˨˩˧ 
231 to be thirsty ������%+� , ��
�%+� ja:k³⁴ nam⁴² jaˑk˧˩˨ ˈnam˩˧˨ 
232 to drink 	!$��%+� dʒin³ nam⁴² cin˨ ˈnam˨˩ 
233 to be drunk ��� maw⁴³ taːj˨ ˈlaw˩ 
234 to vomit ����#� hak² ˈhaːk˨ 
235 to spit 3�, 3� tʰiw³ ˈtʰiw˩˧ 
236 to cough 4� ʔay² ˈʔaˑj˨ 
237 to sneeze ��� dʒi⁵ dʒam³ ʔa˩˧ ˈtʰiː˧˨ 
238 to yawn ��
 ha:w³⁵ ˈhaːw˧˩˩˧ 
239 to breathe ��*� tʰiw² dʒay³ tʰiw˧˩ ˈtsaj˨ 
240 to blow 5�
'�� tʰiw⁴ sop¹ ˈpaw˨˩˧ 
241 to suck 	/	 lut³ ˈlu̞ːt̚˧˩˩˧ 
242 to lick ��# le:j⁴² ˈleː˩˧˧˩ 
243 to smile �%� ɲiŋ²³ ɲiŋ˧˩˩˧ ˈkʰoː˩˧˧ 
244 to laugh ��
���� kʰɔ³⁵, xɔ³⁵ ˈkʰoː˩˧˧ 
245 to speak �/	 ʔo³¹ ˈʔoː˧˩ 
246 to tell ��� wɔk²³, vɔk²³ ˈwɔːk˧˩˩˧ 
247 to shout ��-�� paow²³ ˈbaːw˧˩˩˧ 
248 to answer ��� no data ˈʔɤː˧˩ 
249 to lie, fib -��� ma:p² ˈmaːp˨ 
250 to sing ������� hɔ:ŋ⁴² kʰam⁴² hɔːŋ˨˩ ˈkʰaːm˧˩˧ 
251 to think ��	 sɛ:ŋ³² ˈsiɛːm˧˩˧, ˈsiɛːŋ˧˩˧ 
252 to know �/ hu:³¹ ˈhuː˨˩ 
253 to forget �!� lum³¹ ˈluːm˧˩˧ 
254 to choose ��!�� ləək² ˈlɤːk̚˨ 
255 to love ��� hak³¹ ˈhak̚˨˧˩ 
256 to hate ���#	 li² xɯn⁴, li² kʰɯn⁴ ˈxɤːn˩˧˧ 
257 to wait �� tʰa:¹ ˈtʰaː˩ 
258 to count ��� na:p³⁴ ˈnap̚˨˩ 
259 to be afraid ���
 ko:³¹ ˈkoː˨ 
260 to be angry -��@ dʒa:⁴² ˈtsaː˨˩ 
261 to sleep ��� (����) nɔn⁴³ ˈlap̚˧˩˩ 
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262 to snore (���) ��� kʰun³⁵, xɯn³⁵ nɔːn˧ ˈxo̝n˩˧˧ 
263 to dream �� fan³⁵ ˈfən˩˧˧ 
264 to hurt ��0� dʒep² ˈcep̚˧˩ 
265 medicine � ɲa:¹ ˈɲaː˧˩ 
266 to itch ��� kʰum⁴³ ˈxom̚˧˩˧ 
267 to scratch ��� xən³⁴ ˈwak˨ 
268 to shiver 9�$� san³⁴ ˈsan˨˩˧ 
269 to die �� ta:y² ˈtaːj˨ 
270 ghost 5# pʰi:³⁵ ˈpʰiː˩˧˧ 
271 to sit ��$� naŋ¹² ˈnaŋ˧˩ 
272 to stand !� dʒan³⁴ ˈtsaːn˨˩˧, tsan˨˩˧ 
273 to kneel ����2� ta:³² kʰaw³⁴ daː˩˧˧˩ ˈxaw˧˩˩˧ 
274 to walk �	�� ɲa:ŋ¹² no data 
275 to crawl ���� ka:n⁴³ ˈkaːn˩˧˨ 
276 to come �� ma:²¹ ˈmaː˩˧˨ 
277 to enter �2� xaw¹ ˈxaw˧˩ 
278 to return ���� ta:w¹² ˈdaːw˩ 
279 to push 5��� naŋ⁴³ ˈnaŋ˩˧˨ 
280 to pull 	;� pam³ ˈlaːk˨ 
281 to kick ��� tʰi:⁴² ˈtʰip˩˧ 
282 to throw 2
�� tʃim¹, pɯ:³⁵ ˈxaŋ˩˧˧ 
283 to fall �� tok¹ ˈtok̚˧˩ 
284 to swim 
��%+� way¹ lew˩˧˨ ˈnam˨˩ 
285 to float �� lɛ:w³² ˈlɔːŋ˩˧˩˧˧˩ 
286 to sink �� dʒum² ˈtsom˨˩˧ 
287 to flow 4�� la:y³⁵ ˈlaj˨˧ 
288 to give *� ha:y¹ ˈhaj˧˩ 
289 to tie 5/� mat⁴² ˈmat̚˧˩˩ 
290 to wipe �"0	 tʰu:³⁵ ˈcet˨˩ 
291 to rub, scrub 3/ tʰu:³⁵ ˈnoːt˨ 
292 to wash ��� siw²³ ˈlaːŋ˨˩ 
293 to launder C��5� siw²³ pʰa:¹ sak˩ ˈpʰaː˧˩ 
294 to bathe ����%+� ʔap³⁴ ˈnam⁴² ʔaːp̚˨ ˈnam˩˧˨ 
295 to hit �# top²³, ta:¹ ˈtiŋ˩˧˨ 
296 to split  5� pʰa:³⁴   ˈpʰaː˨˩˧ 
297 to cut (hair) ��	5� ki:p³ pʰum²⁴ tat̚˩ ˈpʰom˩˧˧ 
298 to stab ��� tɛ:ŋ³² ˈtɛːŋ˩˧˨ 
299 to grind �	 tʰu:⁴⁵ tʰi:⁴⁵ ˈfən˧˧˩ 
300 to plant '�/� sɔ:m¹ ˈsɔːm˧˩ 
301 to dig 2�	 wa:t⁴², kʰo:t⁴², xɔ:t⁴² ˈxot̚˩˧˨ 
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302 to bury (a corpse) ��)� faŋ⁴⁵ kun³ ta:y³ faŋ˩˧˧ kon˧˩˧ taːj˨˨˩ 
303 to winnow (rice) ��	2�
 wi:⁴ kʰa:w¹, vi:⁴ kʰa:w¹ fat̚˧˩ ˈkʰaˑw˧˩ 
304 to dry (sth.) ��� tak⁴, ta:⁴² ˈtaːk̚˨˩˧ 
305 to pound (rice) �+�2�
 tam²³ kʰa:w² tam˨ ˈkʰaˑw˨ 
306 to cook (rice) ���2�
 tum² kʰa:w² nɤŋ˧˩ ˈkʰaˑw˧˩ 
307 to boil �� tum¹ ˈtom˧˩ 
308 to burn �5� pʰaow³⁵ ˈpʰaw˩˧˧ 
309 to extinguish (fire) 	��4� mɔt³⁴ fay⁴³ no data 
310 to work �+���� hɛt² vek³ hɛt̚˧˩ ˈviːk˨ 
311 to play ��� hin  ̚ ²³ ˈhen˧˩ 
312 to dance ����+� tʰɛ:ow³⁴ no data 
313 to shoot �� po:⁴¹ ˈboːt˨ 
314 to hunt �� tʃɔŋ³⁴ tʰədn³⁴ laŋ˧˩˩˧ ˈfan˧˧˩ 
315 to kill �� xa:ʔ¹ ˈxaː˧˩ 
316 to fight 9/ lɛw³ li:⁴² ˈpoː˩˧˧˩ 
317 to buy C!%� sɨ:⁴¹ ˈsɯː˩˧˧˩ 
318 to sell 2� xa:y³⁵ ˈxaːj˩˧˧ 
319 to exchange ����'�#$� xɔŋ³⁵ kan³, lɛk² kan³ ˈlɛːk̚˨ 
320 to pay �� tʃi⁴³ no data 
321 to steal 2-� kʰa³ ˈlak⁴² kʰa˧˩ ˈlak̚˧˩˩ 
322 one (person) ��;$��� lɯŋ¹ kun˧˨ ˈlɤŋ˧˩ 

323 two (persons) 9���� sɔŋ⁴⁵ sɔːŋ˩˧˧ ˈkun˩˧˨,  
sɔːŋ˩˧˧ ˈkon˩˧˨ 

324 three (persons) 9���� sam⁴⁵ saːm˩˧ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
325 four (persons) 9#$�� si:³⁴ siː˩˧ ˈkun˩˧˨, ʃiː˩˧ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
326 five (persons) ���� ha:¹ haː˧˩ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
327 six (persons) ���� hok¹ hok̚˧˩ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
328 seven (persons) ��0	�� cet¹ cɛt̚˧˩ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
329 eight (persons) �'	�� pɛ:t³⁴ pɛt̚˨ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
330 nine (persons) ����� kaow¹² kaw˧˩ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
331 ten (persons) 9���� sip¹ ʃip̚˧˩ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
332 hundred (persons) ���� pa:k³⁴ paˑk̚˨ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
333 thousand (persons) ����� hi:ŋ³⁵ heŋ˩˧˧ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
334 to be many ����� la:y³⁵ laˑj˩˧˧ ˈkun˩˧˨ 
335 all ����� tɨŋ³ la:y⁴⁵, ku:² no data 
336 some ����� waŋ³ no data 
337 to be few ���� tʃʰɛw⁴ no data 
338 half a unit ��;$� fay²⁴ lɨŋ² no data 
339 to be big *�6 luŋ³⁵ ˈŋaːj˧˩˩˧ 
340 to be small ��0� tɛ:³⁴ ˈɲaːw˩˧˩ 
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341 to be long �
 hi:³² ˈjaːw˩˧˨ 
342 to be short (length) 9�%� lɔt² ˈlɔːt̚˩ 
343 to be tall 9/� hi:³², su:ŋ³⁵ ˈsʊŋ˩˧˧ 
344 to be short (height) ��#% ʔɛk²³ ˈtam˨˩˧ 
345 to be thick ��� na:³⁴ ˈnaː˩˧˧ 
346 to be thin ��� vaŋ³², waŋ³² ˈwaːŋ˨ 
347 to be fat �
� pi:⁴³ ˈpiː˩˧˨ 
348 to be skinny 5�� hɛw²³ ˈhiw˩˧˧ 
349 to be wide, broad �
�� ka:ŋ¹² ˈkaːŋ˧˩ 
350 to be narrow ��� ka:p⁴² ˈtiːp˩˧˧ 
351 to be deep �;� lɯk³², ləʉk³² ˈlɯk̚˨˩ 
352 to be shallow �!%� təən² ˈtɤn˧˩ 
353 to be round ��� mun⁴³ ˈlɔːŋ˩ 
354 to be full ��0� ti:m³² ˈtem˨ 
355 right side 	��2
� pa:y⁵ xʰa:⁴⁵ ˈkʰaː˩˧˧, xən ˈxaː˩˧˧ 
356 left side 	��C� pa:y⁵ sa:y⁴¹ xan˩˧ ˈsaːj˩˧˨ 
357 to be straight ��� nanʔ¹ ˈnan˧˩ 
358 to be far 4�� ka:y¹ ˈkaj˨ 
359 to be near *�� xa:ŋ¹, kʰa:ŋ¹ ˈkʰaŋ˧˩ 
360 this �#% tuʔ² tay⁴¹ ˈnaj˧˩ 
361 that ��%� tu:² tan⁴¹ ˈnan˧˩ 
362 black 	+� lam³ ˈlam˨ 
363 white 2�
 xʰaw³⁵ ˈxaːw˩˧˧ 
364 red �	� lɛ:ŋ³² ˈlɛːŋ˨ 
365 green �2#
 xʰi:w⁴⁵ ˈkʰew̝˧ 
366 yellow ���!�� lɨŋ⁴⁵ ˈlɤŋ˩˧˧ 
367 to be dirty 9�'�� li:³ sa:ŋ³¹, li:² ʃaŋ²¹ mi˨ ˈsaŋ˨ 
368 to be new *�� maj²³ ˈmaj˨˧ 
369 to be old ��� kaow²³ ˈkaw˨˩˧ 

370 to be dark �!	 lam¹ siŋ²³ lam˨ ˈsiŋ˩˧˧, nam˨ ˈsiŋ˩˧˧ 

371 to be bright 9
�� lɛ:ŋ⁴³ ˈlɛːŋ˩˧˨ 
372 to be the same ���!����� sɔ:p³ kan³ mɤn˨˩˧ ˈkan˨ 
373 to be different ������ wɔw² sɔ:p³ kan³ ho˩˧ mɤn˩˧ ˈkan˨ 
374 to be sweet �
�� wa:n²⁴ ˈwaːn˨˧ 
375 to be sour �'�#%
 sum¹ ˈsom˩ 
376 to be bitter 2� kʰum³⁵ ˈkʰom˩˧˧ 
377 to be spicy, hot �50	 pʰɛt¹ ˈpʰet̚˩ 
378 to be rotten ��� tu:³⁴ ˈtuː˨˩˧ 
379 to be swollen �
� pɔ:ŋ³ ˈpɔːŋ˩˧˨ 
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380 to be dry ��� kxa:y²³ ˈhɛːŋ˧˩ 
381 to be wet �'� tʃa:w⁴² ˈcʰaw˩˧˨, ˈtsʰaw˩˧˨ 
382 to be hot ��� may¹ ˈmaːj˩ 
383 to be cold ���
 na:w⁴⁵, kat², yɪn⁴ ˈjiŋ˩˧˧, ˈʒjiŋ˩˧˧, ʒin˩˧˧ 

384 to be sharp �� pʰa:y⁴⁵ xom˩˧˨ ˈpʰaː˨˩,  
hom˩˧˨ ˈpʰaː˨˩, pʰaːj˩˧˧ 

385 to be blunt �!$� wɔw³ pʰa:y⁴⁵ tun˧˩˩˧ 
386 to be heavy ���� nak¹ ˈnak̚˧˩˩ 
387 to be hard �20� kʰɛ:ŋ³⁵ ˈkʰɛːŋ˩˧˧ 
388 to be smooth ��#� pi:ŋ⁴³ ˈpiŋ˧˩˧ 
389 to be fast ��0
 dʒiw⁴³ ˈciw˧˨ 
390 to be slow "� pʰi:⁴¹ no data 
391 to be strong �20���� mi:⁴ hɛ:ŋ⁴¹ ˈpʰiː˨˩ 
392 to be weak ����� ʔɔ:n³⁴ ˈxaw˨˩ 

393 to be tired ���!$� ta:y² kɯ:t¹ ʔeːʔ ˈʔɔːn˩˧, loːj˨˩˧, lɤːj˧˩˩˧ 

394 to be blind ����	 ta:³ mɔ:n³⁵ taː˨ ˈmɔːn˨˧ 
395 to be deaf �/��
� hu:³⁴ nok³ huː˩˧˧ ˈnoˑk̚˩˧ 
396 bald ��
��� ho:²³ la:n⁴² hoː˩˧˧ ˈlaːn˩˧˨ 
397 naked �'�!� ʔa⁴ piuw³ ʔa˧˩ piw˨˧˩ ʔa˨ ˈpaːt˨˩˧ 
398 to be good 	# li:² ˈliː˨ 
399 to be bad "�$
 waw³ li:² wa˨˩˧ ˈliː˨ 
400 to be correct 3/���� dʒo² ˈtsaj˧˩ 
401 to be wrong 5�	 waw³ dʒo² ua˩˧˧ ˈxoː˩ 
402 when ��!$�4� sə² la:y³ sɤ˧˩ ˈlaj˨˩ 
403 where �#$4�� kxɔm² la:y³⁵ hu˩˧ ˈlaj˩˧˧ 
404 who *�� pʰa:y³⁵ ˈpʰaj˩˧˧ 
405 what ��4� pʰɛ:ŋ³⁵ ˈpʰɛm˩˧˧ 
406 how many ���4� ka² la:y³² ka˧˩ ˈlaːj˨ 
407 stream �+�@�� hu³⁴ hɪw², hu³⁴ hɛw² ˈhɔːŋ˩ 
408 wet rice field ���#$�#�%+� na:⁴³ naː˩˧˨ ˈnam˨˩ 
409 to be ripe 9����� sok² ˈʔɛm³ ˈsu̞k̚˧˩˩ 
410 rice seedling 2�
��� tən¹ ka:ʔ¹ ˈkaː˩ 
411 pangolin ��
����	 kɛt² li:n² no data 

412 crested ���� (2��4� 
��!���) 

ɳɔ:n⁴⁵ ˈhɔːn˩˧˧ 

413 water leech '��� piŋ³ ˈpiŋ˨ 
414 land leech ��� tak² ˈtaːk̚˩ 
415 earthworm 49�	!�� say² lədn³ ˈlɤːn˨ 
416 I (1s) D�� ka:w³² ˈkaw˨ 
417 you (2plural) ��E ʔan² su:³⁵ ˈsuː˩˧˧ 
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Number English Central Thai Tai Ya of Thailand Tai Ya of China 

418 he/she/it �2�, �@�/����, 
��� 

mɯn³² ˈmɤn˨, ˈman˨ 

419 we (1p) �
���� ʔan² tu:³² ˈhaw˩˧˨ 
420 you (2sing) �
���E məə³² ˈsuː˨ 
421 they �
��2� ʔan² kxʰa:w³⁵ ˈkʰaw˩˧˧ 
422 sleeping area ����
E�#$��� hɯn³² nɔ:n³² no data 
423 to take ��� ʔaw³ ʔaw˨ 
424 to not appear 4�'���G waw³ ʔɔp² pʰeŋ³⁴ wa˩˧ ˈhaːn˨˧ 
425 to split w/a knife 5� no data ˈpʰaː˩˧˧˩ 
426 to bend �� kɔt⁴² vit˧˩ ˈkɔt˨˩  
427 to lift �2;%� tʰa:y⁴² kxʰɯn³ leː˧˩ ˈxɯn˧˩ maː˨˧˩ 
428 to do/make �+� het¹ ˈhet̚˧˩ 
429 to not do 4��+� ya:³ het¹, waw³ het¹ ua˧˩ ˈhet̚˧˩ 
430 half a quantity  no data faːj˨˩˧ ˈlɤŋ˨˩ 
431 disgusting �
���������#� li:² han³⁴ dʒa⁴² kʰan˨˩ ˈhan˨˩˧ 
432 warm ��� ʔun³⁴, ʔudn³⁴ ˈʔun˨˩˧ 
433 cool �0� yin³⁵ ˈjen˩˧˧, ʒiŋ˩˧˧ 
434 difficult �� ɳak² ˈnaːn˨˩ 
435 easy �� waw³ ɳak² ˈle˨ het˧˩, ˈde˨ het˧˩ 
436 loose ��
� lo:m³⁵ ˈloˑm˩˧˧ 
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Appendix C  Wordlist comparison criteria  
In order to compute a lexical similarity percentage between the Tai Ya varieties in Thailand 
and China, the similarity criteria found in Blair (1990:27–33) were used, with some minor 
modifications. 
 
Each transcription was reduced to the root syllable(s) related to the concept of interest. First, 
syllables known to not relate directly to the concept of interest were deleted. Second, if a 
word had more syllables in one variety than in the other, the fewer number of syllables were 
kept. 
 
Given the syllables to be compared, the two words are lined up from left to right and 
compared phone by phone. Each phone pair is put into Category 1, 2, or 3 according to the 
following criteria.  
 
Category 1 

a) Exact consonant matches 
b) Vowels differing by zero or one feature 
c) Phonetically similar consonants in three or more word pairs 

 
Category 2 

a) Phonetically similar consonants in fewer than three word pairs 
b) Vowels differing by two or more features 

 
Category 3 

a) Phonetically dissimilar consonants 
b) Irregular deletion (a deletion occurring in fewer than three word pairs) 

 
Ignore 
Some differences are ignored according to the following rules: 

a) /w/ and /v/ are in free variation 

b) /kʰ/ and /x/ are in free variation 
c) Tone 
d) Vowel length 
e) Vowel glides vs. diphthongs 
f) Treat diphthongs as one phone for comparison. (For example, [ia] in one word is 

compared to [i] in another word and found to differ by one feature, instead of 
comparing [i] to [i] and [a] to nothing.) 
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If, for a given number of phones, the combination of phones in each category appears in table 
7, then the word pair is considered to be lexically similar. 
 

Table 7. Phone table for lexical similarity 
 

Phones Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 
1 1 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
3 3 0 0 
3 2 1 0 
4 4 0 0 
4 3 1 0 
4 3 0 1 
4 2 2 0 
4 2 1 1 
5 5 0 0 
5 4 1 0 
5 4 0 1 
5 3 2 0 
5 3 1 1 
6 6 0 0 
6 5 1 0 
6 5 0 1 
6 4 2 0 
6 4 1 1 
6 3 3 0 
6 3 2 1 
7 7 0 0 
7 6 1 0 
7 6 0 1 
7 5 2 0 
7 5 1 1 
7 4 3 0 
7 4 2 1 

 



 
Appendix D Tai Ya Individual Sociolinguistic Questionnaire 
 

□ “Oral consent given.” Note in your notebook if they say “yes” or “no”. 
 
Preliminary Information 

English Central Thai 

1. Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and 
number consecutively) ���������	��
����� 

2. Survey ��������������� 

3. Interview Location �������������� 

4. Interviewer Name ������������� 

5. Date ��� / �"��� / # 

6. Language of Elicitation �������%�%�&����� 

7. Language of Response �������%�%�&��'�� 

8. Interpreter Name (if needed) ������� (����) 

9. Comments (anything unusual or 
noteworthy about this interview) 	��
�	'+ 

 
Subject Demographics 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
I’d like to ask you some questions 
about yourself. 

'����,�-���0���������:#�&��
�&��
'����;�� '����,:����&��
�&��'�=���# ��
 

10. What is your name? ��&������ [;��/���] ����"�
 ��+���'�- [#/��
/���] ��,
��-	
��&� 

11. Gender �;A �;A 
12. How old are you? ��
+���:� ��
+&�B# 
13. Are you married? �'�������	���
�� �'�����-&� 
14. (if married) How many children do 

you have? (�� “�'�������”) ����&&��0� (�� “�'�������”) ����&&�B0� 

15. What is your job? �������-:� �0
�������-:� 
-&���-	
�� �&

-&���-	
�� 
16. What is the highest level of 

education you have completed? ���
�����,��-:� �K�
�����B��-	
��&� 

17. What school did you go to? :#M�����
� (#�-��) �-:� 
(some interviews) :#MK��K�
��-	
��&� 

18. What was the language of 
instruction at that school? ���M�����
�%������-:���� '�,MK��K�
�:������-	
��&� 

19. When you were born, what village 
did you live in? 

'����� [;��/���] �&P" �
�����	

:	� 

'��'�, [#/��
/���] �&P" �
�
����	
:	� 

a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 

20. Where did you grow up? M'���:	� %	V'�,:	� 
a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 

21. Where do you live now? '����,�
����:	� '����,�
�'�,:	� 
a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 
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English Central Thai Northern Thai 
22. How many years have you lived 

here/there? �
�&��#��� �
�&�B#�- 

Languages Spoken 
23. What language did you speak first 

as a child? ;�"�����-:�:"�#�������& �������-	
��:"�#�������& 

24. Do you speak any other 
languages? ;�"��������:":	� ����������:"&� 

25. (If not mentioned) Do you speak 
Tai Ya? 

(��:�:"'������:'	
�) ;�"
����:'	
�:":	� ������:'	
�:"&� 

26. (If not mentioned) Do you speak 
Central Thai? 

(��:�:"'������:�
&���) 
;�"����:�
&���:":	� ������:'	
�:"&� 

27. (If not mentioned) Do you speak 
Northern Thai? 

(��:�:"'������0�������) 
;�"����0�������:":	� ��&�������:"&� 

Language Proficiency 
28. Of all the languages you speak, 

which language…  ;�"�����-:�… �������-	
��… 

a. … do you speak best? …�&�����+" …�&�'�,�+" 
b. … do you speak second best? ;�"�����-:��&��#����"�������� �������-	
���&��#����"��'�,��� 
c. … do you speak third best? ;�"�����-:��&��#����"�������� �������-	
���&��#����"��'�,��� 

Subject’s Family History 
29. Now I’m going to ask you some 

questions about your father. '�:#�-���0������&��
�&��;���;�� '�:#:����&��
�&��#���# 
��
 

a. Where was your father born? ;���;���&P"���:	� #�����
/#�&P"'�,:	� 
b. What [people group/tribe/clan] 

is your father from? ;��#�0��-:� #��#�0��-	
�� 

c. What language did your father 
first speak as a child? ;�;�"�����-:������'���#��"_& #��������-	
��'���#��-��� 

d. What language did he usually 
speak to you when you were a 
child? 

'��;���#��"_& ;�;�"�����-:�&��;�� '����
/# � #��-��� #���
�����-	
��&����
/# 

30. Now I’m going to ask you some 
questions about your mother. '�:#�-���0������&��
�&������;�� '�:#:����&��
�&������# 

��
 
a. Where was your mother born? ����;���&P"���:	� ������
/#�&P"'�,:	� 
b. What [people group/tribe/clan] 

is your mother from? ���#�0��-:� ���#�0��-	
�� 

c. What language did your 
mother first speak as a child? ��;�"�����-:������'���#��"_& ���������-	
��'���#��-��� 

d. What language did she usually 
speak to you when you were a 
child? 

'��;���#��"_&��;�"�����-:�&��;�� '����
/#�#��-��� ����
�����-	
��&��# 

31. When you were a child, what 
language did your parents speak to 
each other? 

'��;���#��"_& ;�&����;�"����
�-:�'�&�� 

'����
/#�#��-��� #�&����
�������-	
��&��&�=�&� 

32. (if married) Now I’m going to ask 
you some questions about your 
spouse. 

(���'����) '�:#�-���0�����
�&��
�&���`���;�� 

'�:#:����&��
�&���`���# 
��
 

a. Where was your 
[husband/wife] born? (��   ��/���
�/�`�) �&P"���:	� (����/���
�/�`�) �&P"'�,:	� 

b. What people group is your 
[husband/wife] from? (��  ��/���
�/�`�) �#�0��-:� (����/���
�/�`�) �#�0��-	


�� 
c. What language did your 

[husband/wife] speak first as a 
child? 

(����/���
�/�`�) '���#��"_&;�"
�����-:� 

(����/���
�/�`�) '���#��-
����������-	
�� 

 
Domains of Language Use 

[In this section, if they mention more than one language for one of the situations,  
ask them which one they use more often in that situation.] 
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English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Now I’m going to ask you some 
questions about your language. 

'�:#�-����&��
�&��&��%�����
��;�� 

'�:#:���&��%�������# 
��
 

What languages do you use… ;�"�����-:�... �������-	
��... 
33. …at home? …������ …'�,��� 
34. …with your parents? …&��;��� …&��#��� 
35. …with your grandparents? …&��#�
�'�
�
 …&���+
 
36. …with your siblings? …&��;����� …&��#��� 
37. …with friends? …&���;���� …&���#�� 
38. …with your grandchildren/ 

nieces/nephews/cousins? …&��	���/��&;����&��� …&��	���/��&#��&��� 

39. (ask if young enough to be in 
school or university) What 
languages do you use with 
classmates at school? 

…&���;������� (M�����
� / 
�	��P�
���
) 

…&���#��'�, (MK��K�
� / 
�	��P�
���
) 

40. (if go to school) …with your 
teacher? (��:#M�����
�)..&��0�� (��:#M�����
�) ..&��0� 

41. (if married ) What languages do 
you use with your spouse? 

(���'�������) …&�� (���� / 
���
�) (���'�������) …&���`� 

42. (if have children) What languages 
do you use with your children? (������&– see 14) …&����& (������&– see 14)…&����& 

43. …with co-workers? ..&���;������������� ..&���#��'�,
-&�� 
44. …at the market? …���'��" …'�,&�" 
45. …at a funeral or wedding? …��,���A; 	�������'���� …'�,���A; 
46. …at a village meeting? …�������+��+���	����� …'�,����+��+���	����� 
47. …at (a temple / church)? …��� (��" / M���) …'�, (��" / M���) 
48. …with a government worker? …&������&�� …&������&�� 
 
Children’s Language 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Now I’m going to ask you some 
questions about Tai Ya children. '�:#�-����&��
�&���"_&:'	
� '�:#:����&��
�&���-���:'

	
� 

49. What language do (Tai Ya) 
children in this village speak first? 

#&'P�"_&} (:'	
�) ���	�������,�-
;�"�����-:�:"&�� 
(some interviews) 

&��'�,�	�-���'�,	�������,�-��
�����-	
��:"&�� 

50. What languages do Tai Ya parents 
teach their children? Why? 

0�:'	
������&;�"�����-:� 
���:� 

0�:'	
������&�������-	
�� 

-	
��/�;�-�-	
�� 

51. What language do (Tai Ya) 
children in this village speak when 
they play? 

'������"_&} (:'	
�) ���"�
&�� 
��;�"�����-:� 

'��'�,	�-������'�
&�=� �#���
�����-	
�� 

a. Language ���� ���� 
b. (if not only Tai Ya) How do you 

feel?   
Do you think this is good or bad? 

(��:�%�:'	
�) ;������&
��:� 
(some interviews) 

;��0P"��"�:	� (some interviews) 
(��:�%�:'	
�) ��
/# ����&
��:�

c. (if not only Tai Ya) Why? (��:�%�:'	
�) ���:� (��:�%�:'	
�) 
-	
�� 
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Ethnolinguistic Identity 
English Central Thai Northern Thai 

Now I want to ask you about Tai Ya 
people. 

��

���	��	����������
��
��	 

��

����	����������
����	 

52. Other than speaking Tai Ya, is 
there anything about Tai Ya people 
that is different from other people? 

��&��&&��;�"����:'
�, 0�:'

����-:�����'&'����&0�����:	� 

��&��&&��������:'
� 0�:'

� ���-	
��'�,'����&&�����;��  

□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you have to give the “for example” below. 
… For example, customs, dress, 
housing style, food, festivals, religion, 
or anything else you can think of. 

...��� �������
� / ��	��  / &��
�'�'�� / ��� 

...��� �������
� / ��	��  / &��
�'�'�=� / ��� 

53. What parts of being Tai Ya would 
you like to see your children and 
grandchildren continue? 

;���
�&�	_���&	��� ��&��0��� 
�#�0�:'	
��
��:���� 

��
/# �
�&	����&	��� K�&��
0����#�:'	
��-: ";�� 

□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you have to give the “for example” below. 
… For example, customs, dress, 
housing style, food, festivals, religion, 
or anything else you can think of. 

...��� �������
� / ��	��  / &��
�'�'�� / ��� 

...��� �������
� / ��	��  / &��
�'�'�=� / ��� 

a. List answers ��
�0��'�� ��
�0��'�� 
b. Why? ���:� 
-	
��/�;�-�-	
�� 

54. Would you prefer for your child to 
marry a Tai Ya or Thai/N. Thai 
person? 

�
�&�-%	��&�'����&��0�:'	
� 
	��� 0�:�
 0������ ��&&��&�� 

����&�'����&�B�0�:� 	����� 0�
����� K���&�-:" 

a. Feeling 0�������& 0�������& 
b. Why? ���:� 
-	
��/�;�-�-	
�� 

55. Do you think of yourself first as 
Thai, Khonmuang, Tai Ya, or 
something else? 

�P����& [;��/���] 0P"��'������#�0�
�-:� ... 
0�:�
 / 0������ / [0��#�	��
] 
	��� 0��������} 

�P����& [#/��
/���] &�"��'�=����
�#�0��-	
�� ... 0�:�
 / 0�
����� / [0��#�	��
] 
&��� 0��������} 

56. (If have children) Do your children 
ever speak Central Thai or 
Northern Thai at home?1 

(������&) ������ ��&;�"����:�

	���0������� 

(������&) '�,��� ��&������:�

	�����&������� 

a. Yes or no %� 	��� :�%� %�	���:�:� 
b. (if yes) How does it make you 

feel when they do? 
(��%�) ;������&�
��:� ��
/# K���&�-:" 

 
Mother Tongue Attitudes 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Next, I want to ask you about the Tai 
Ya language. '�:# ����&��
�&������:'	
� '�:#����&��
�&������:'	
� 

Language Maintenance – Current Adults  
57. Are there people in this village who 

can speak Tai Ya but choose not to 
speak it?  

%�	�������,��0����;�"������ [;��/
���] :"�':�
��;�":	� 

%�	�������,��0�'�,�������� [#/
��
/���] :"�'�
����&� 

a. Yes or no   
b. (if yes) Why? �;��-�-:� �;�-�-	
�� 
c. (if yes) How do you feel about 

this? ;������&�
��:�  &�B"���-:" 

d. (if yes) Why? �;��-�-:� �;�-�-	
��/
-	
�� 
Children’s Speech Quality   
58. Do you think the children in this 

village speak Tai Ya well? 0P"���"_&} ;�"����:'	
��&�:	� &�B"��	�-����������� [#/
��
/���] �&�&� 

c. Yes or no   

                                                
1 This question was printed on the questionnaire used, but the team did not ask it to any respondents, as 
they quickly realized that in fact almost all Tai Ya speak at least some Central Thai or Northern Thai at 
home. 
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English Central Thai Northern Thai 
d. (if no) In what ways do they 

not speak it well? (�� “:��&�”) :��&�
��:���� (�� “��&�”) ��&�
��%";�� 

e. (if yes) How do you feel about 
this? ;������&�
��:� ��������, &�B"���-:" 

f. (if yes) Why? �;��-�-:� �;�-�-	
�� 
Language Maintenance – Future Children  
59. Twenty years from now, do you 

think the children in this village will 
still be able to speak Tai Ya? 

0P"����& 20 #�"_&} ���	�������,�-

��0�;�"����:'	
�:":	� 

&�B"���	���� (20) #	�-���'�,
	�������,�-
��0���������,:"&� 

e. Yes or no   
g. (if yes) How do you feel about 

this? ;������&�
��:� ��������, &�B"���-:" 

h. (if yes) Why? �;��-�-:� �;�-�-	
��/
-	
�� 
60. If there were books written in Tai 

Ya, would you read them? 
����	�����������
��#�����:'	
� 
�-���:	� 

����	������'�,��
��#�����:'
� 
�-���&� 

 
Dialect Perceptions 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Now I’m going to ask you some 
questions about the Tai Ya in China. 

'�:#�-����&��
�&��0�:'	
����
�������� 

'�:#:����&��
�&��0�:'	
�'�,
�������� 

61. Have you ever been to visit Tai 
Ya people in China? What 
village/area? 

�0
:#����
�	�0�:'	
������������ 
:	� ���:	� 

�&
:#���	�&�:'	
�'����������&�

62. (If no) Have you ever met a Tai 
Ya person from China? 

(��:�) �0
���0�:'	
���&�����
���:	� 

(��:�) �&
���&�:'	
���&�����
���&� 

63. (If yes to either question)  When 
they spoke Tai Ya, did you 
understand? 

(��%�) 
�������;�"����:'	
� ;����%�
:	� 

(��%�)  
'������:'	
� ��
/#��%�&� 

64. Do they speak Tai Ya the same, a 
little different, or a lot different, 
from Tai Ya here? 

��;�"����:�	
� �	����&�� 
�'&'��&���P"	��
 	�����  
�'&'��&����&��&:'	
������, 

���	����&�=� �'&'��&�=��P"	��
 
	����� �'&'��&�=�	��B&��&:'
	
�'�,��, 

65. (If not same) In what ways is 
their speech different from yours? 

(��:��	����)  
&��;�"�-:� ���:��	����&�� 
:��	����&��
��:���� 

(��:��	����) �����-	
��;��'�,��
�	����&�=� 

□ “Examples given.” Note in your notebook if you have to give the “for example” below. 
For example…How are the sounds 
different? 
How are the words different? 
How is the rate of speech different? 

���
��'&'��&���
��:� 
0���'&'��&���
��:� 
;�"��_�&�� 	��� ��&�� �
��:� 

���
��'&'��&���� 
0���'&'��&���� 
��M�
&�� 	��� ��&�� �-:" 

Interviewer Observations 
 [Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook right away. If you cannot do 
that, try to do so as soon as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.]

1. Were there any distractions or interruptions that interfered with the flow of the 
interview or seemed to influence some of the responses? 

2. Did the subject seem to understand the language of elicitation? (In evaluation of 
the reliability of the interview) 

3. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident about expressing his/her opinions? 
4. Did the interpreter change any of the questions? Note what was actually asked.
5. Other observations about the interview? 
6. Were there any questions that seemed to work really well? Which questions? 

Why? 
7. Were there any questions that seemed to not work well? Which questions? Why? 
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8. Evaluate the subject’s ability in the LWC used to conduct the interview, for 
example:   
Communicates like a native speaker 
Communicates well and easily but not like a native speaker 
Communicates with some difficulty 
Communicates with great difficulty  

1. ���+#���0 	��� �P����&���-:�:	��������'�&��������� 	��� ���P��P;�'�&��
'��0����� 

2. ����&���������%��������%�%�&���������:	� 
3. ����&���������
 	��� ����%�%�&����"�0���0P"�	_�  
4. 0�����#��#���
�0�����	���:� %	�":�����P�}�������-:� 
5. �������&'�-:���&:	� �&��
�&��&��������� 
6. ��0������-:�:	��������&�������
P�"�'��"�
0����'_�%� 	������%	��%�����

%�&��0P" 	���������%�0�������,��& 0������-:� ���:� 
7. ��0������-:�:	��������&���������%�
�& :��
�&�-'��0����� :��-"�&%����

�-'��0����� 	�����'��:�'��0����� 0������-:� ���:� 
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Appendix E Tai Ya Knowledgeable Insider Sociolinguistic
Questionnaire 
 

□ “Oral consent given.” Note in your notebook if they say “yes” or “no”. 
 
Preliminary Information 

English Central Thai 

1. Questionnaire Number (start with 1 and 
number consecutively) ���������	��
����� 

2. Survey ��������������� 

3. Interview Location �������������� 

4. Interviewer Name ������������� 

5. Date ��� / �"��� / # 

6. Language of Elicitation �������%�%�&����� 

7. Language of Response �������%�%�&��'�� 

8. Interpreter Name (if needed) ������� (����) 

9. Comments (anything unusual or 
noteworthy about this interview) 	��
�	'+ 

 
Subject Demographics 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
I’d like to ask you some questions 
about yourself. 

'����,�-���0���������:#�&��
�&��
'����;�� '����,:����&��
�&��'�=���# ��
  

10. What is your name? ��&������ [;��/���] ����"�
 ��+���'�- [#/��
/���] ��,��-	

��&� 

11. Gender �;A �;A 
12. How old are you? ��
+���:� ��
+&�B# 
13. Are you married? �'�������	���
�� �'�����-&� 
14. (if married) How many children 

do you have? (�� “�'�������”) ����&&��0� (�� “�'�������”) ����&&�B0� 

15. What is your job? �������-:� 
-&���-	
�� 
16. What is the highest level of 

education you have completed? ���
�����,��-:� �K�
�����B��-	
��&� 

17. What school did you go to? :#M�����
��-:� :#MK��K�
��-	
��&� 
18. What was the language of 

instruction at that school? ���M�����
�%������-:���� '�,MK��K�
�:������-	
��&� 

19. When you were born, what 
village did you live in? 

'����� [;��/���] �&P" �
�����	

:	� 

'��'�, [#/��
/���] �&P" �
�
����	
:	� 

a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 

20. Where did you grow up? M'���:	� %	V'�,:	� 
a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 

21. Where do you live now? '����,�
����:	� '����,�
�'�,:	� 
a. Tambon '���� '=���� 
b. Amphoe ������ ������ 
c. Province ���	��" ���	��" 
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English Central Thai Northern Thai 
22. How many years have you lived 

here/there? �
�&��#��� �
�&�B#�- 

 
Village Locations  

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Now I’d like to ask you some 
questions about this village. '�:#�-����&��
�&��	�������, '�:#:����&��
�&��	�����'�,��, 

23. What is the official name of this 
village? ��������	
��P�X �������-:� ��,�����	
�'X ��,����-
�� 

a. Tambon 	������
�%���	��-:� 	������
�%���	��-
�� 
b. Amphoe 	������
�%���	����-:� 	������
�%���	����-
�� 

24. What do the people who live 
here call this village? 0������,���
&	�������,���-:� 0������,K��	�������,���-
�� 

a. What does that name mean? ����	�����	��
0������-:� ��,�	�����	��
0������-	
�/�-:" 
25. What do outsiders call this 

village? 
���0������- (0���/0-) ���
&	�����
��,���-:� 

���0������� (0��/���) K��	�����
��,���-
�� 

(if not the same as their own name for the village, ask a, b, and c.)  
a. Who calls it that? %0�������%�������, :����'�,:���,���, 
b. What does that name mean? ������,��0���	��
���-:� ��,���,	��
0������-	
��/�-:" 
c. Do people in this village like 

that name? 0�%�	��������������,:	� &�%�	����������,���,&� 

26. How many houses are in this 
village? 	�������,�����&��	��� 	�������,�����&�B	��� 

27. What is the total number of 
people in this village? (adults & 
children) 

�����&��0� �����&�B0� 

28. What other villages in Chiang Rai 
province have Tai Ya people 
living in them?  

��	���������X %����
���
��&:	���� 
��0�:'	
���A�
�
� 

��	���������X�	�&�'�,��0�:'	
� 
�
� 

(for each village) (���	����'�-	�����)  
a. Village 	����� 	����� 
b. Tambon '���� '=���� 
c. Amphoe ������ ������ 
d. How many Tai Ya families 

live in this village? 
��0���0���0�:'	
���A�
%�	���� 
���,&��0���0��� 

��0���0���&�:'	
���A�
%�	���� 
���,&�,0���0��� 

e. How long does it take to 
drive there from here? 

	�������,�	����&�����,���:	� ����
:#���:	� 

	�����K�,�	� ���&'�,��,�'�%" ����
:#��P�&� 

f. How do you get there? (;��/���) :#	�������,����:	� (��
/#/���) :#	�����K�,��-:"/
'��%" 

29. Do the Tai Ya in those villages 
speak Tai Ya the same, a little 
different, or a lot different than 
the Tai Ya in this village? 

0�:'	
�%�	�������,�;�"����:' 
	
��	����&�� �'&'��&���P"	��
  
	��� �'&'��&����& ��&0�:'	
�
%�	�������, 

&�:'	
�'�,	�����K�,���:'	
�  
�	����&�=� �'&'��&��	��
 	����� 
�'&'��&��	��,& ��&&�:'	
�'�,
	�������, 

30. Outside Chiang Rai Province, 
where in Thailand do Tai Ya 
people live? 

��0�:'	
���A�
�
�������	��"������& 
:	� ��&�:'	
���A�
'�,��=�	��"����&� 

31. About how many Tai Ya people 
are there in Thailand? 

��0�:'	
�#�-������:	�%� 
#�-��A:�
 

��&�:'	
� �̀&�'�%"%� 
#�-��A:�
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Languages and Ethnic Groups 
English Central Thai Northern Thai 

Now I’d like to ask you some 
questions about the language of this 
village 

'�:#�-����&��
�&������%�
	�������, 

'�:#:����&��
�&������%�
	�������, 

32. What do you call the language of 
this village?  (Or:  What do you 
call the original language of this 
village?) 

������	�������,���
&������ 
�-:� (�������%�'�,��'��P��'��� 
	�������,0�������-:�) 

������	�������,K�������� 
�-	
�� (����'�,:�'�,��'��P��'��� 
	�������,0�������-	
��) 

33. What does this name mean? ������,	��
0������-:� ��,���,	��
0������-	
�� 
34. What do others call this 

language? 0��������
&������,���-:� &�����K��������,���-	
�� 

a. Language name   
(if not the same as their own name for the language, ask b, c, and d.)  

b. Who calls it that? %0�������%�������, :����'�,:���,���, 
c. What does that name mean? ������,	��
0������-:� ��,���,	��
0������-	
�� 
d. Do people in this village like 

that name? 0�%�	�� ������������,:	� &�%�	����������,���,&� 

35. Do Tai Ya people call themselves 
by any other name? 

0�:'	
�%������������
&'������� 
:	� &�:'	
�:���,�����K��'���&�&� 

a. People name   
b. What does that name mean? ������,�	��
0������-:� ��,���,�	��
0������-	
�� 

36. What do others call Tai Ya 
people? 0��������
&0�:'	
����-:� &�����K��&�:'	
����-	
�� 

a. People name   
(if not the same as their own name for their people, ask b, c, and d.)  

b. Who calls you that? %0����%�������, :����'�,:���,���, 
c. What does that name mean? ������,�	��
0������-:� ��,���,�	��
0������-	
�� 
d. Do people in this village like 

that name? 0�%�	��������������,:	� &�%�	����������,���,&� 

37. Is this village all Tai Ya people or 
are there others living here as 
well? 

	�������,���'0�:'	
��
�	������� 
0������
�"�
 

	�������,���'&�:'	
��
�	������� 
&������
�'�
 

a. All Tai Ya or others, too   
b. (if others, too) What groups 

live here? ��0��-:��������
�%�	�������, ��&��-	
�����'�,�
�%�	�������, 

c. (if others, too) About how 
many houses and people in 
this village are from each 
group? 

%�	�������,��0��'�-&�+���A�
�
� 
&��	���0������ 

%�	�������,��&��'�-&�+���A�
�
� 
&��	��� 

i. Number of houses for each 
group �'�-&� ������&��	���  

ii. Number of people for each 
group �'�-&� ���&��0�  

38. Has it always been this way? �#������,������ ���	�� �#��-��,����P��-&� 
a. Yes or no   
b. (if no) Which way is it 

changing… More Tai Ya 
people or fewer? 

��&���#���
��#�����:	� 0�:'
	
� 
�;P��},� 	��� ��
�� 

��&���#���
��#�����&� &�:'
	
���&},�����
�� 
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Village History 
English Central Thai Northern Thai 

Now I want to ask you some 
questions about the history of this 
village. 

'�:#�- ����&��
�&��#�-��'P0���
�#�����	�������, 

'�:#:����&��
�&��#�-��'P0���
�#�����	�������, 

39. Where did the Tai Ya people in 
this village come from? ����������������&:	� ������'�,����+&'��%"�� 

a. Where   
b. When did they move here? ;�&��
�
�������,�����:	� ;�&��
�
��'�,��,�����%" 
c. (if they have moved here 

recently) When they were 
there, what other groups 
were they around? 

(����:"
�
��) '�������
�
��
�
������, ��0�&�+��-:���������A�
�
�
�����, 

'�������
�
���
�'�,��, ��&��-
	
�����'�,��A�
�
�'�,��, 

d. (if they have moved here 
recently) What 
languages/varieties were 
used there? 

(����:"
�
��) 
�������-:�������%������, �������-	
�����'�,:�'�,��, 

e. Why did they move here? ���:���
�
���
������, 
-	
�=�/�#��-	
�� ���}�
�
��'�,��, 
f. Where did the Tai Ya people 

come from before that? 0�:'	
�����&���:	� &�:'	
�����&'�,%" 

40. Do Tai Ya people from here ever 
go back to the Tai Ya villages in 
China?  Why? 

0�:'	
������,�0
&���:#���	�� :'
	
� ���#�-��A���:	� ���:� 

&�:'	
�'�,��,�&
#&:#'�, 	����� 
:'	
�'�,�����������&� �#��-:"/

-	
�� 

41. Do Tai Ya people from China ever 
come here? Why? 

0�:'	
���&#�-��A����0
�������, 
:	�  ���:� &�:'	
�'�,���������&
��'�,��,&� 

42. Where did Tai Ya people come 
from before their current location 
in China? 

0�:'	
�����&���:	� &������-��
�
����#�-��A��� 

&�:'	
�����&'�,%" &��'�,�-��
�
�'�,�������� 

a. Where did you learn this? (;��/���) ���
�����&���:	� (��
/#/���) �K�
�����&'�,%" 
 
School 

English Central Thai Northern Thai 
Now I want to ask you some 
questions about schools. '�:#�-����&��
�&��M�����
� '�:#:����&��
�&��MK��K�
� 

43. Is there a school in this village? ��M�����
�%�	�����:	� ��MK��K�
�%�	�����&� 
a. Yes or no   

(if yes, ask b, c, d, and e.) (�� “��” …) (�� “��” …) 
b. What levels are taught in the 

school? ���M�����
�����,��-:���� '�,MK��K�
�����,��-	
����� 

c. What is the language of 
instruction? �}���,��-:� �}���B��-	
�� 

d. What language groups attend 
this school? 

��0�&��&�+�����/���/����� 
�����
����M�����
� ��&�&��&�+��������K�
�'�,MK��K�
� 

e. About what proportion of the 
school is from each ethnic 
group? 

���M��� ��
� ��������
���-&��
�#���`�' 

'�,MK��K�
���������
���-&��
�#���`�' 

44. Do any children go to any other 
villages/towns for school? 

�"�&X #���
����	���������/%���������� 
:	� 

�-���:#�K�
�'�,	���������/����� 
����&� 

a. Yes or no   
(if yes, ask b, c, d, e, f, and g.)   

b. About what proportion of 
children go elsewhere for 
school? 

�"�&X:#���
��������#�-���&�� 
�#���`�' 

�-���:#�K�
�'�,����#�-���&�, 
�#���`�' 

c. Where? ���:	� '�,%" 
d. What levels do they go for? �"�&X:#���
���,��-:� �-���:#�K�
���,��-	
�=� 
e. What is the language of 

instruction in that place? 
���M�����
���,�%������-:�%�&�� 
��� '�,MK��K�
���,�:������-	
�=���� 
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English Central Thai Northern Thai 
f. What ethnic groups attend 

that school? 
�� �����/�����/�������X �-:����
�����
����M�����
���,� 

�������/�����/�������X �-	
�=��
�����K�
�'�,MK��K�
���,� 

g. About what proportion of that 
school is from each language 
group? 

������-&���#���`�' ������-&�,�#���`�' 

45. About how many years of 
education do Tai Ya children from 
this village usually complete? 

�"�&X:'	
�'�����
�����&��# �-���:'	
�'���K�
�����&�,# 

Languages of Wider Communication 
English Central Thai Northern Thai 

Now I want to ask you some 
questions about the various 
languages spoken in this village. 

'�:#�-����&��
�&������'��X���%�
%�	����� 

'�:#:����&��
�&������'��X'�,:�
%�	����� 

46. Other than Tai Ya, what 
languages are spoken in this 
village? 

%�	�������,0�;�"�����-:�&����� %�	�������,0��������-
��&�=�;�� 

(for each LWC)   
a. What Tai Ya people speak 

[LWC] well? [In other words, 
what type of people? …men, 
women, old, young, 
merchants, etc] 

0�:'	
�;�"����:'	
�:""�:	� 
(����
 ��	VP� 0��& ��
�+����) 

&�:'	
����� ��:'	
�:""�&� 
(#���
 #�VP=� &���� &�	�+���� 
���) 

b. Why do those types of people 
speak it well? 

���:�0��	����,��}�;�"����:'	
�
:""� 


-	
�=�/�#��-:" &�	����,��}���
����:'	
�:""� 

c. Are there any types of people 
in this village who speak 
[LWC] poorly? 

��0�&�+�%"���%�	��������;�" 
����:'	
�:�0�
:" 

��&�&�+�%"���'�,������:'	
� 
��&�
:" 

iii. What types   
iv. Why? ���:� 
-	
�=� / �#��-:" 

47. Not including Tai Ya, which of 
these languages is used by the 
most Tai Ya people in this village? 

���%	V0�;�"�����-:���&����+" ���%	V0��������-
����&'�,�+" 

a. Language   
b. About what percent speak 

that language? #�-���&���#���`�' #�-���&�B�#���`�' 

48. The other languages, about what 
percent use them? About what 
percent use each of the other 
LWCs? 

������������- (0���/0-) #�-���
&���#���`�' 

������������� (0��/���) #�-���
&�B�#���`�' 

49. If a Tai Ya person meets 
someone who cannot speak Tai 
Ya, what language do they use 
with that person? 

�����&��0����;�"���� [�#�	��
] 
:�:" �������-;�"�����-:�&��
�� 

��#-&��0�'�,������ [�#�	��
] �
:" �������-�������-
��&���#� 

50. Are there any Tai Ya in this area 
who can only speak Tai Ya?    

��0�:'	
����;�":"�'����:'	
�
:	� 

��&�:'	
�'�,��:"&�����:'	
� 
&� 

51. Who? (what kinds of people?) %0� (0�&�+�%") :� (&�&� ��-	
��) 
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Interviewer Observations 
[Ideally, answer these questions in your notebook right away. If you cannot do 
that, try to do so as soon as you can, perhaps at the end of each day’s work.] 
 
1. Were there any distractions or interruptions that interfered with the flow of the 

interview or seemed to influence some of the responses? 
2. Did the subject seem to understand the language of elicitation? (In evaluation of the 

reliability of the interview) 
3. Did the subject seem shy or fairly confident about expressing his/her opinions? 
4. Did the interpreter change any of the questions? Note what was actually asked. 
5. Other observations about the interview? 
6. Were there any questions that seemed to work really well? Which questions? Why? 
7. Were there any questions that seemed to not work well? Which questions? Why? 
8. Evaluate the subject’s ability in the LWC used to conduct the interview, for example:   

Communicates like a native speaker 
Communicates well and easily but not like a native speaker 
Communicates with some difficulty 
Communicates with great difficulty  
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